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RÉSUMÉ EN FRANÇAIS

Les gènes sont des parties de chromosomes qui vont être transcrits en ARNs et, pour
certains, traduits en protéines. Les protéines sont constituées d’acides aminés et par-
ticipent à presque tous les processus biologiques au sein d’un organisme et notamment le
métabolisme. Le but premier du métabolisme est de produire l’énergie indispensable à la
survie et à la croissance. Les enzymes, une famille particulière de protéines, jouent dans ce
cadre un rôle important en catalysant les réactions biochimiques au sein d’un organisme.

Les réactions biochimiques consomment et produisent des composants appelés métabo-
lites. Toutes les réactions biochimiques sont reliées entre elles par leurs métabolites et
forment ce que l’on appelle le réseau métabolique.

L’expression génétique établit un pont entre les gènes et leurs transcrits (protéines,
ARNm). L’expression génétique est contrôlée par des interactions de régulations entre
des gènes et/ou leur transcrits. Le réseau de régulation représente toutes les interactions
existantes entre les gènes et leurs produits. L’objectif de ces intéractions de régulation est
avant tout de contrôler la production des protéines.

Ces deux réseaux peuvent être représentés sous forme mathématique par un graphe
où les composants biologiques sont les nœuds du graphe, et leurs interactions ses arêtes.

Le réseau de régulation et le réseau métabolique sont étroitement liés entre eux. En
effet, le réseau de régulation intervient dans la production des enzymes, qui influencent, en
les catalysant, les réactions métaboliques et donc la production de métabolites, qui en re-
tour peuvent influencer l’expression des gènes et donc influencer la production d’enzymes.

Les perturbations qui affectent un organisme sont diverses. On peut citer, par exemple,
les perturbations liées à une maladie, à un traitement ou à l’environnement. Certains
troubles vont avoir un impact sur l’expression des gènes d’un individu. Et donc auront un
impact à la fois sur l’expression des gènes et sur le métabolisme puisque ces deux réseaux
sont intrinsèquement liés.

La modification de l’expression génétique au cours d’une perturbation peut être ob-
servée à l’aide de techniques de séquençage telles que les puces à ADN [1] ou le RNA-Seq
[2]. Ces données d’expression sont ensuite disponibles dans des bases de données telles
que la base GEO [3].
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Resumé

Cependant, malgré leur imbrication, le réseau de régulation et métabolique ont sou-
vent été étudiés séparément. Cela est dû à la complexité des réseaux biologiques, qui
peuvent être composés de plusieurs milliers d’entités et inclure des dizaines de milliers
d’interactions. Une autre raison est l’absence d’un lien détaillé entre le réseau de régula-
tion et le réseau métabolique.

Pour certains organismes, les réseaux de régulation et métaboliques sont déjà connus,
au moins partiellement, et peuvent être trouvés dans des bases de modèles tels que KEGG
[4] ou BIGG [5]. Ces bases permettent de modéliser les deux types de réseaux.

Les réseaux de régulation peuvent être modélisés par des réseaux bayésiens, neuronaux
ou logiques (logique booléenne ou floue), ainsi que par des équations différentielles ordi-
naires (ODE) [6].

Les réseaux métaboliques sont la plupart du temps modélisés en utilsant une approche
basé sur les contraintes, tel que l’analyse de l’équilibre des flux (FBA) [7]. La FBA est une
méthode mathématique utilisant la programmation linéaire pour étudier le métabolisme.
Cette approche permet de trouver une solution optimale basée sur une fonction objective,
par exemple la croissance, la production nette d’ATP ou la production d’un métabolite
particulier.

Par ailleurs, certains outils de modélisation des réseaux de régulation tel que Iggy [8],
utilisent des réseaux de connaissances préalables et des données d’expression génétique,
extraites de sources indépendantes, pour comprendre les mécanismes déclenchés par la
perturbation d’un système biologique. D’autres outils comme OPT GRAPH [9] proposent
des plans d’experimentations in silico pour discriminer les modèles de réseaux de régula-
tions. Ici, l’idée est d’utiliser ces approches pour comparer le réseau et les données afin de
proposer des prédictions in silico qui donnent un nouvel aperçu du système biologique. En
raison de la nature incomplète, altérée et bruyante des données biologiques, on s’attend à
ce que des comportements incohérents apparaissent lors de la comparaison du réseau et
des données. Certains outils se concentrent sur l’identification de ces incohérences [10]. Un
comportement incohérent peut être reflété par une interaction manquante, une observa-
tion inexacte ou une logique d’interaction mal définie dans le modèle. Dans certains cas,
la réparation de ces incohérences est nécessaire pour proposer des prédictions in silico.

Des approches de modélisation des réseaux de régulations et métaboliques existent
individuellement, mais elles ne relient pas leurs interactions. Dans ce contexte, nous cher-
chons à étudier l’intégration des réseaux de régulations/métaboliques pour comprendre les
mécanismes biologiques en jeu lors d’une perturbation. Nous cherchons également à mod-
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éliser des perturbations in silico, qui peuvent être la surexpression ou la sous-expression
d’un nœud (ou d’un ensemble de nœuds), afin de voir les répercussions que cela peut avoir
sur l’organisme et, notamment, si ces nouvelles perturbations peuvent atténuer les effets
d’une maladie.

Certaines approches ont déjà été développées pour intégrer les réseaux de régulations
et métaboliques. Cette recherche est récente puisque la première approche pour réaliser
cette intégration date de 2001 ; il s’agit de la rFBA (regulatory Flux Balance Analysis)
: [11]. Dans la rFBA, à chaque intervalle de temps, un état de régulation cohérent avec
l’état d’équilibre métabolique est calculé. Ensuite, la FBA est utilisée pour trouver une
distribution de flux à l’état d’équilibre pour l’intervalle de temps actuel. Un nouvel état
métabolique conduisant à un nouvel état de régulation, le processus est répété jusqu’à ce
qu’il n’évolue plus. Cette approche détaillée nécessite un organisme facilement cultivable
(E. coli par exemple). Une autre approche de 2007, SR-FBA (Steady-state Regulatory
Flux Balance Analysis) [12], exprime le réseau de régulation en équations booléennes et
le traduit ensuite en équations linéaires, ajoutées comme contraintes dans la FBA. Cette
approche nécessite un énorme travail préliminaire pour traduire toutes les équations. Il
n’a pu être réalisé que sur un organisme bien connu tel que E. coli. Des approches plus
récentes, adaptables à des organismes moins connus, existent comme PROM [13] (PROb-
abilistic regulation of Metabolism). PROM utilise des probabilités pour représenter l’état
des gènes qui seront utilisés comme contraintes dans FBA mais nécessite des centaines
d’expériences de données d’expression de gènes.

L’un des objectifs de ma thèse est motivé par l’absence d’une approche permettant
d’intégrer le réseau de régulation/métabolique de manière plus pratique. La plupart des
approches mentionnées sont utilisées sur des organismes bien connus tels que E. coli et/ou
nécessitent beaucoup de données d’entrée qui peuvent être des paramètres spécifiques ou
des milliers de profils d’expression de gènes. C’est la raison pour laquelle j’ai cherché à
développer une approche qui intègre le réseau régulation/métabolique sans exiger trop de
données d’entrée pour être applicable à un large spectre d’organismes.

Le deuxième objectif de ma thèse est de développer une approche que l’on peut appli-
quer sur de grands réseaux. En effet, certaines approches existantes ne fonctionnent que
sur un petit réseau d’une dizaine de nœuds, alors qu’un réseau de taille réelle comprend
environ un millier de nœuds. De plus, avec l’explosion des données biologiques, nous de-
vons traiter un grand nombre de données et en tenir compte lors de la modélisation des
réseaux biologiques. Par conséquent, nous voulons une approche qui puisse être appliquée
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à l’échelle de l’ensemble du réseau. Pour cela, nous avons dû chercher des stratégies de
modélisation adaptées.

Un autre objectif de ma thèse est de modéliser une perturbation existante, comme
l’action d’un médicament ou un traitement, sur le réseau intégré et de voir la répercus-
sion sur les différentes couches biologiques. Nous voulons également générer de nouvelles
perturbations, qui peuvent être un changement in silico de la valeur d’expression dans un
seul nœud ou un ensemble de nœuds. Nous voulons voir si cette perturbation a un impact
positif ou négatif sur le système.

Par ailleurs, notre objectif est également de disposer d’une approche qui nous permette
de comprendre en détail les mécanismes déclenchés par une perturbation afin de localiser,
par exemple, quelles réactions métaboliques ou quels gènes ont été impactés.

Dans cette thèse, nous avons cherché à répondre à la question de recherche en présen-
tant deux contributions.

La première contribution est une comparaison d’une approche logique, Iggy, avec une
approche bayésienne, Probregnet, pour la modélisation des réseaux de régulation. Elle
a été publiée dans la conférence CMSB (Computational Methods in Systems Biology)
en 2020 [14]. Notre premier but est de trouver quelles stratégies de modélisation pour-
raient répondre à nos objectifs en considérant que nous voulons avoir le moins de données
d’entrée possible et être capable de modéliser un grand réseau. Nous nous concentrons
sur ces deux approches car elles sont considérées comme les plus appropriées pour les
études à grande échelle [6]. Dans cette contribution, nous comparons les prédictions des
productions des enzymes dans ces modèles suite à une perturbation. En effet, les enzymes
sont l’un des liens entre le réseau régulation et le réseau métabolique. Nous avons utilisé
les données de deux études précédentes qui se sont concentrées sur la voie de signalisation
HIF, connue pour réguler les processus cellulaires dans l’hypoxie et l’angiogenèse et pour
jouer un rôle dans les maladies neurodégénératives, en particulier la maladie d’Alzheimer
(AD). La première étude a utilisé des ensembles de données sur l’expression génétique dans
des tissues extraits de l’hippocampe de 10 patients atteints de la maladie d’Alzheimer et
de 13 patients sains, les perturbations et donc les prédictions ont été réalisées in silico. La
seconde étude a utilisé les données RNA-seq de cellules endothéliales de la veine ombilicale
humaine surexprimant in vitro la protéine HIF1A. Dans ce cas, l’enzyme a été perturbée
expérimentalement, et la prédiction a également été réalisée in silico. Nos résultats sur
le jeu de données de puces à ADN ont montré que Iggy et Probregnet avaient des pré-
dictions d’enzymes très similaires (73,3% d’accord entre eux) pour la même perturbation.
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Sur le second jeu de données, nous avons obtenu des prédictions enzymatiques moins sim-
ilaires (66,6% d’accord) en utilisant les deux approches de modélisation ; cependant, les
prédictions d’Iggy suivaient les résultats mesurés expérimentalement sur l’expression en-
zymatique. Nous avons conclu que l’approche logique semble être un bon candidat pour
atteindre les objectifs de notre thèse. Cependant, l’approche logique présente certaines
limites. En effet, ses prédictions ne sont pas facilement quantifiables ce qui rend difficile
l’intégration de ces prédictions comme contraintes dans les équations métaboliques. Pour
cette raison, nous proposons une nouvelle approche logique basée sur la précédente qui
nous permet d’avoir une intégration plus fine.

La deuxième contribution, en cours de publication dans BMC Bioinformatics, a permis
d’aborder les limitations mentionnées précédemment. Nous avons développé une nouvelle
méthode basée sur Answer Set Programming (ASP), MajS. Iggy s’appuie également sur
le langage ASP dans sa mise en œuvre. ASP est un langage de programmation déclaratif
adapté pour traiter les problèmes NP de recherche combinatoire.

MajS prend en entrée un réseau de régulation et un ensemble partiel discret d’observations.
MajS teste la cohérence entre les données d’entrée, propose des réparations minimales sur
le réseau pour établir la cohérence, et enfin calcule des prédictions pondérées et signées
sur les espèces du réseau. Nous avons testé MajS en comparant la voie de signalisation
HIF-1 avec deux ensembles de données d’expression génétique qui sont les mêmes que
dans notre première contribution. Nos résultats montrent que MajS peut prédire 100%
des espèces non observées. En comparant MajS avec deux outils similaires, un outil quali-
tatif, Iggy et un outil quantitatif, Probregnet. Nous avons observé que par rapport à Iggy,
MajS propose une meilleure couverture des espèces non observées, est plus sensible aux
perturbations du système, et propose des prédictions plus proches des données réelles.
En outre, MajS fournit des prédictions discrètes plus raffinées qui sont en accord avec la
dynamique proposée par Probregnet. En conclusion, MajS est une nouvelle méthode pour
tester la cohérence entre un réseau de régulation et un ensemble de données qui fournit
des prédictions sur des espèces non observées dans le réseau. Il fournit des prédictions
discrètes à grain fin en sortant le poids du signe prédit comme un élément d’information
supplémentaire. La sortie de MajS, grâce à son poids, permet d’envisager une meilleure
intégration pour la modélisation des réseaux métaboliques.

Cette thèse est structurée autour de 3 chapitres et d’une conclusion générale du travail
de recherche effectué.

Le Chapitre 1 présente l’état de l’art en biologie et en informatique sur les données
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biologiques et la modélisation des réseaux.
Le Chapitre 2 est consacré à la première contribution, j’y compare deux approches de

modélisation du réseau de régulation ; l’une utilise la programmation logique, l’autre les
réseaux bayésiens. Les deux permettent de générer une perturbation in silico sur le réseau
de régulation. Nous avons cherché à savoir quelle méthode semblait la plus adaptée pour
atteindre les objectifs de notre thèse.

Le Chapitre 3 se concentre sur ma deuxième contribution et présente une autre ap-
proche logique que nous avons développée, qui permet d’avoir une répercussion plus facile-
ment quantifiable lorsque notre réseau de régulation est perturbé. Le but est de faciliter
l’intégration future du réseau de régulation et du réseau métabolique.

Le dernier chapitre est une conclusion globale de tous les chapitres et présente les
perspectives.
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INTRODUCTION

Context

The genes are parts of chromosomes that will be transcribed into RNA and, for some,
translated into proteins. Proteins are made of amino acids and participate in almost
all biological processes within an organism, for example, its metabolism. The primary
purpose of metabolism is to produce energy essential for survival and growth. The role of
certain proteins called enzymes is, in particular, to catalyse biochemical reactions within
an organism’s metabolism.

Biochemical reactions consume and produce components called metabolites. All bio-
chemical reactions are linked together by their metabolites and form what is called the
metabolic network.

The genetic expression bridges genes and their transcripts (proteins, mRNA). Gene
expression is controlled by regulatory interactions with other genes and/or transcripts.
The regulatory network represents all the existing interactions between genes and their
products. The purpose of the regulatory network is, above all, to control the production
of proteins.

Both networks can be represented in mathematical form by a graph where the biolog-
ical components are the nodes of the graph, and their interactions are its edges.

The regulatory and metabolic networks are closely linked together. Indeed, the regu-
latory network intervenes in the production of enzymes, which influence, by catalysing,
the metabolic reactions and, therefore, the production of metabolites, which in return can
influence the expression of genes and thus influence the production of enzymes.

The perturbations that affect an organism are diverse. We can cite, for example,
perturbations related to a disease, treatment or the environment. Certain disorders will
impact an individual’s gene expression. And therefore will have an impact on both gene
expression and metabolism as the two networks are intrinsically linked.

The modification of gene expression during a disorder can be observed using sequencing
techniques such as DNA chips [1] or RNA-Seq [2]. These expression data are available in
databases such as the GEO database [3].
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However, despite their intertwining, the regulatory and metabolic networks have of-
ten been studied separately. This is due to the complexity of biological networks, which
can be composed of several thousand entities and include tens of thousands of interac-
tions. Another reason is the lack of a detailed link between the regulatory and metabolic
networks.

For some organisms, the regulatory and metabolic networks are already known, at
least partially and can be found in model repositories such as KEGG [4] or BIGG [5].
These repositories make it possible to model the two types of networks.

Regulatory networks can be modelled with Bayesian, neural or logic networks (Boolean
or fuzzy logic), as well as with ordinary differential equations (ODE) [6].

Metabolic networks are most of the time modelled using Constraint-Based Approach
such as the Flux Balance Analysis (FBA) [7]. FBA is a mathematical method using linear
programming to study metabolism. This approach allows finding an optimal solution
based on an objective function, for example, growth, net ATP production or a particular
metabolite production.

Besides, some regulatory network modelling tools such as Iggy [8] use prior knowledge
networks and gene expression data, extracted from independent sources, to understand
the mechanisms triggered by a perturbation of a biological system. Other tools such
as OPT GRAPH, [9] propose in silico experimental designs to discriminate regulatory
network models. The idea is to use these approaches to compare network and data in
order to propose in silico predictions which give novel insights on the biological system.
Because of the incomplete, altered and noisy nature of biological data, it is expected that
inconsistent behaviours appear upon network and data comparison. Some tools focus on
the identification of such inconsistencies [10]. An inconsistent behaviour can be reflected
by a missing interaction, an inaccurate observation or a wrongly defined logic of the
interaction in the model. In some cases automatic repair of such inconsistencies is required
to propose in silico predictions.

Modelling the regulatory or metabolic networks individually using different approaches
is possible, but these approaches do not allow for modelling the existing interactions be-
tween both networks. In this context, we aim to study the integration of the regulato-
ry/metabolic networks to understand the biological mechanisms at work during a pertur-
bation. We also seek to model perturbations in silico, which can be the over-expression
or under-expression of a node (or a set of nodes), in order to see the repercussions that
this can have on the organism and, particularly, if these new perturbations can attenuate
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the effects of a disease.
Some approaches have already been developed to integrate the regulatory and the

metabolic networks. This research is a recent field since the first approach to achieve
this integration dates back to 2001; it is rFBA (regulatory Flux Balance Analysis) [11].
In rFBA, at each time interval, a consistent regulatory state with metabolic equilibrium
state is calculated. Then, FBA is used to find a steady state flow distribution for the
current time interval. A new metabolic state lead to a new state of regulation and the
process is repeated until it does not evolve anymore. This detailed approach needs an
organism easily cultivable (E. coli for example). Another approach from 2007, SR-FBA
(Steady-state Regulatory Flux Balance Analysis) [12], expresses the regulatory network
in Boolean equations and then translates it into linear equations, added as constraints in
the FBA. This approach needs a huge amount of preliminary work to translate all the
equations and a well known organism such as E. coli. More recent approaches, adaptable to
less known organisms, exist such as PROM [13] (PRObabilistic regulation of Metabolism)
which appears in 2010. PROM uses probabilities to represent the state of genes that will
be used as constraints in FBA but requires hundreds of Microarray data experiments.

Objective

One objective of my thesis is driven by the lack of an approach that allows the inte-
gration of the regulatory/metabolic network more conveniently. Most of the approaches
mentioned in the previous Context Section are used on well-known organisms such as
E.coli and require a lot of input data which can be specific parameters or thousands of
gene-expression profiles. That is the reason for developing an approach that integrates the
regulatory/metabolic network without requiring too much input data to be applicable to
a large spectrum of organisms.

The second objective of my thesis is to develop an approach we can apply on large
networks. Indeed, some existing approaches work only on a small network composed of tens
of nodes, while a real-size network comprises approximately a thousand nodes. Besides,
with the explosion of biological data, we must process a lot of data and consider this when
modelling biological networks. Therefore, we want an approach that can be applied at the
scale of the entire network. For this, we had to look for suitable modelling strategies.

Another objective of my thesis is to model existing perturbation, such as a drug or a
treatment, on the integrated network and see the repercussion on the different biological
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layers. We also want to generate new perturbations, which can be an in silico change of
expression value in a single node or a set of nodes. We aim to see if this perturbation
positively or negatively impacts the system.

Furthermore, our goal is also to have an approach that allows us to understand in
detail the mechanisms triggered by a perturbation in order to locate, for example, which
metabolic reactions or genes have been impacted.

From these objectives, my thesis falls within the field of systems biology, which consists
of studying and modelling complex biological systems. The central concept behind systems
biology is that we should study an organism as a whole rather than individual parts.

Contributions

In this thesis, we sought to answer the research question by presenting two contribu-
tions.

The first contribution is a comparison of a logic approach, Iggy, with a Bayesian ap-
proach, Probregnet, for regulatory network modelling. It was published in the CMSB
(Computational Methods in Systems Biology) conference in 2020 [14]. Our first aim is
to find which modelling strategies could answer our objectives considering that we want
to have as few input data as possible and be able to model a large network. We fo-
cus on these two approaches since these approaches are said to be the most appropriate
large-scale approach [6]. In this contribution, we compare the computational predictions
of the enzymes in these approaches upon perturbation. Indeed, the enzymes are one of
the links between the regulatory and the metabolic network. We used data from two
previous studies that focused on the HIF-signaling pathway, known to regulate cellular
processes in hypoxia and angiogenesis and to play a role in neurodegenerative diseases,
particularly Alzheimer’s Disease (AD). The first study used Microarray gene expression
datasets extracted from the Hippocampus of 10 AD patients and 13 healthy ones, the per-
turbation and thus the prediction was made in silico. The second one used RNA-seq data
from human umbilical vein endothelial cells over-expressing adenovirally HIF1A proteins.
Here the enzyme was experimentally perturbed, and the prediction was made in silico
too. Our results on the Microarray dataset were that Iggy and Probregnet showed very
similar (73.3% of agreement) computational enzyme predictions upon the same perturba-
tion. On the second dataset, we obtained slightly different enzyme predictions (66.6% of
agreement) using both modelling approaches; however, Iggy’s predictions followed exper-
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imentally measured results on enzyme expression. We concluded that the logic approach
seems to be a good candidate to attain our thesis objectives. However, there are some
limitations to the logic approach. Indeed, its predictions are not easy quantifiable which
is a problem in providing integration of these predictions as constraints in the metabolic
equations. For this reason, we propose a new logical approach based on the previous one
which allows us to have a more refined integration.

The second contribution is under revision in BMC Bioinformatics and allowed to
address previously mentioned limitations; we developed a new method based on Answer
Set Programming (ASP), MajS. Iggy also relies on ASP language in its implementation.
ASP is a declarative programming language used to address combinatorial search NP
problem.

MajS takes as input a regulatory network and a discrete partial set of observations.
MajS tests the consistency between the input data, proposes minimal repairs on the
network to establish consistency, and finally computes weighted and signed predictions
over the network species. We tested MajS by comparing the HIF-1 signalling pathway with
two gene-expression datasets which are the same that in our first contribution. Our results
show that MajS can predict 100% of unobserved species. When comparing MajS with two
similar tools, a qualitative one, Iggy and a quantitative one, Probregnet, we observed
that compared with Iggy, MajS proposes a better coverage of the unobserved species,
is more sensitive to system perturbations, and proposes predictions closer to real data.
Besides, compared to Iggy, MajS provides more refined discrete predictions that agree
with the dynamic proposed by Probregnet. To conclude, MajS is a new method to test
the consistency between a regulatory network and a dataset that provides computational
predictions on unobserved network species. It provides fine-grained discrete predictions
by outputting the weight of the predicted sign as a piece of additional information. MajS’
output, thanks to its weight, could easily be integrated with metabolic network modelling.

Outline of the thesis

This thesis is structured around 3 chapters and an overall conclusion of the research
work carried out.

Chapter 1 is state-of-the-art biology and computer science on biological data and
network modelling.

Chapter 2 is devoted to the first contribution, here I compare two approaches to
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model the regulatory network; one uses logic programming, and the other uses Bayesian
networks. Both make it possible to generate an in silico perturbation on the regulatory
network. We aimed to know which method seemed the most suitable to achieve our thesis
objectives.

Chapter 3 is focused on my second contribution and presents another logical approach
we developed, which makes it possible to have a more easily quantifiable repercussion
when our regulatory network is perturbed. The goal is to facilitate the future integration
of the regulatory network and the metabolic network.

The last chapter is a global conclusion of all the chapters and presents the perspectives.
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Chapter 1

STATE OF THE ART

This chapter will provide all the basics, from a biological and mod-
elisation point of view concepts required by the thesis work. It will
first introduce all the biological techniques used to generate the
datasets referred to in this thesis. The second and third parts will re-
spectively present the notions of biological regulatory and metabolic
networks, together with their specificities and approaches to model
them. The final part will discuss the existing tools to model the
integration between regulatory and metabolic networks.

Summary of chapter 1

1.1 Biological datasets

This section presents some important biological techniques to produce some biological
data of interest, such as gene expression datasets. Then, we show how this biological
data are used to deal with gene regulatory network and metabolic network and allow the
integration between them (see Section 1.6).

Introduction to some biological notions

— The genetic information of all living beings is contained in their genome. A genome
is composed of one or more chromosomes, depending on the species, made of DNA
(DeoxyriboNucleic Acid).

— DNA is a long molecule composed of four nucleotide bases: Adenine (A), Thymine
(T), Cytosine (C), and Guanine (G). These bases can bind together by pair (A - T
and G - C, see Figure 1.1b) and are arranged in the form of a double helix. The
size of a DNA molecule in Human is of the order of several tens of millions of bases.
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— A gene is a small section of DNA that codes for an RNA molecule also called the
gene’s transcript. In Human, genes vary in size between a few hundred and more
than two million nucleotide bases.

— RNA, RiboNucleic Acid, is composed as DNA of four nucleotide bases. The two
main differences with DNA are: (1) the Uracil replaces the Thymine, T → U (2)
RNA is single-stranded whereas DNA is double-stranded, as shown in Figure 1.1b.
There are different types of transcripts, such as mRNAs, non-coding RNAs, and
small RNAs. Especially, mRNA is an intermediate molecule that carries the genetic
information for protein synthesis.

— mRNAs can be translated into proteins, molecules composed of amino acids. Pro-
teins are made from amino acids which are chained together. For eukaryotes species,
there are 20 different amino acids, and a protein gathers 450 amino acids on av-
erage. Proteins participate in almost all biological processes inside an organism
[15].

DNA Microarray Sequencing

DNA microarray, also called DNA chip, allows the sequencing i.e. the process of deter-
mining the DNA sequence, of thousands of genes simultaneously [1] [16]. This technique
was first mentioned in 1995 by Murray et al. [17]. DNA microarray tools are mainly used
to detect gene expression variation between a normal and perturbed condition. Indeed this
variation of expression can affect the production of proteins and thus result in a disease
of the concerned organism.

As part of the study of a disease, the operating principle of a DNA chip is described in
Figure 1.1a. First normal and perturbed cells are collected from an organism, and mRNA
is isolated. Afterwards, this mRNA is converted by using an enzyme into a more stable
form, cDNA, as mRNA degraded quickly; the link between both is shown in Figure 1.1b.
Eventually, cDNA is labelled using fluorochrome dyes Cy3 (green, used for the normal cell)
and Cy5 (red, used for the perturbed cell). The cDNA is inserted into a chip and hybridise
-or bind- with the synthetic cDNA of the chip. A chip is composed of a collection of DNA
spots attached to a solid surface. These spots contained specific DNA with and without
mutation. The cDNA will hybrid with one spot or another depending on their sequence
similarity. When a cDNA binds to a spot, this activates the attached fluorochrome. Thus,
we can see which are the genes expressed in each condition [16].

The raw output of DNA microarray is raw light intensities. These are then converted
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Figure 1.1 – (a) DNA microarray principle (b) The link between cDNA, mRNA
and double stranded DNA

into gene expression levels after some preprocessing steps, i.e., applying a background
correction, normalising, and summarising the results.

RNA-Seq

RNA-Seq is one of the next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies that revolution-
ized transcriptome analysis [2] [18]. RNA-Seq allows the analysis of the transcriptome,
i.e. all expressed transcripts (RNAs) of an organism at a given time and under given
conditions.
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Figure 1.2 – RNA-Seq general principle

The RNA-Seq principle with a standard NGS platform is summarized in Figure 1.2.
We present here the most widely used NGS sequencing system, Illumina [19]. The first step
is RNA extraction from a biological sample as a cell or tissue. Then, RNA is fragmented
and converted into cDNA, and adaptors are added. Afterwards, the cDNA fragments are
amplificated via a bridge PCR.

In a bridge PCR, the cDNA fragments will be attached to a flow cell via their adaptors
in the form of a bridge. Then a complementary strand is synthesized using a polymerase,
an enzyme that synthesizes a chain of nucleic acids (in the same way as Figure 1.1b). A
denaturation step will then separate the two strands. This operation will repeat and form
a cluster of identical strands.

The sequencing first cycle begins in Illumina by adding fluorescent-labelled nucleotides
in the flow cell; after laser excitation, the emitted fluorescent for each cluster of identical
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strands is captured. The colour of the emitted fluorescent (4 shades in total) allows the
identification of the nucleotide base for each cluster. This cycle will repeat n times by
adding new fluorescent nucleotides and exciting with a laser each time. n represents the
final size of the estimated read; this repetition can be parameterized and has to be put in
correlation with the size of the fragmented cDNA. In the end, short reads (a small portion
of DNA) are obtained. The short reads are used to estimate the abundance of transcripts
for each gene; it is then possible to evaluate the gene expression.

Recently developed, the RNA-Seq technique; appeared in the mids 2000 and has many
advantages compared to other approaches such as DNA microarray. Indeed, DNA microar-
ray has numerous limitations that do not appear in RNA-Seq [16]. First, DNA microarray
will give an indirect measure of the concentration of the gene, which is less precise than
RNA-Seq. Second, DNA microarray is not as specific as RNA-Seq; it may detect a given
gene as well as its homologs. The third limitation is that DNA microarray can only see
the sequence that the array was designed to detect. It signifies that if a gene has not
been annotated yet, it won’t be present in the array. In the end, we also cannot study
non-coding RNA with DNA microarray. However, DNA microarray is suitable for routine
analyses because it is fast and inexpensive and for tests where we expect to have results on
one or more genes. In contrast, RNAseq is more exhaustive and better for research-type
analyses where we do not know the desired results. Nonetheless, there are some limitations
to RNA-seq: if we do short-read sequencing, there may be biases and imperfections during
the preparation of the sequencing library or the assembly. If we do long-read sequencing,
it is more expensive, and there are more sequencing error rates. However, RNA-Seq has
allowed great advances in the characterisation and quantification of the transcriptome.

Both techniques are used to generate gene expression datasets and estimate the impact
of a perturbation on the gene expression level. To understand the effect on a larger scale,
we need to study all the interactions between genes and their products, using biological
networks such as gene regulatory networks. Gene expression datasets are available in a
lot of biological databases. GEO database [3] is one of the most extensive gene expres-
sion databases where more than 127 450 organisms are listed for different experimental
conditions using both presented techniques.
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1.2 Biological networks

Biological networks represent complex biological systems (e.g., cells, tissues, whole
organisms) [20]. Biological networks can be based on literature or based on data, it relies
on biological interactions and allows to represent different entities interacting together.
Biological networks allow us to understand the mechanisms triggered by a perturbation
such as a disease, drugs, or environment. Omics data, which represent molecules of the
same type from a biological sample [21] can be used to understand biological interactions.
There are different types of omics data: genomics data, which englobe the complete set
of genetic information in an organism, or transcriptomic data, which represents all the
transcripts (RNAs) of an organism. Data acquisition is a crucial step in building biological
networks. The two sequencing techniques presented above allow us to obtain such data.
Moreover, there are different types of biological networks, such as:

— the Protein Interaction Network, which represents physical contact between pro-
teins in an organism.

— The Gene Regulatory Network represents a collection of genes interacting together.
— The Metabolic Network represents the connection between biochemical reactions.
— The Signalling Network represents the signalling pathways interacting together.
In this manuscript thesis, we will focus on gene regulatory and metabolic networks.

1.2.1 Gene regulatory network

Gene regulation aims at controlling the synthesis of gene products (mainly mRNAs or
proteins) in cells. A functional gene regulation leads to a distinct phenotype in a biological
system and allows stability. When misregulation occurs, it is generally associated with a
disease. Moreover, gene regulation is essential for the adaptability of an organism allowing
it to face different environmental changes [22]. The gene regulatory network (GRN) is a
system biology object to understand the mechanisms that control a cell’s or organism’s
response to stimuli.

Some of the gene products, the transcription factors (TFs), are key players in the
regulation mechanisms. Indeed, TFs are DNA-binding proteins that modulate one of the
first gene expression controls. A TF can bind to a specific region of a target DNA, called
the cys-regulatory region of genes. The TF would then inhibit or enhance the associated
gene(s) expression and thus impact the RNA production of this gene. This information
will be transmitted downstream in the network; indeed, among RNAs, some may encode
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for TFs whose expression will thus also be perturbed, which will have repercussions on
their target gene. The regulation mechanism is a complex system composed of multi-level
feedback from genes and TFs. The whole system determines how an individual would
react to stimuli.

The GRN structure is as follows, genes and their products are represented by nodes
inside the network and the interactions between the nodes are represnted by edges, which
can be activation or inhibition. The nodes in GRNs are TFs, genes, mRNAs, proteins.
These networks are inferred from literature (biological expertise) or from experiments (bio-
logical data) to understand the interactions between TFs and genes or find new regulatory
elements (TF-gene binding). Databases such as Uniprot and JASPAR gather eukaryotic
transcription factors and their binding targets. Other databases related to GRN can be
found such as RegNetwork [8], RegulonDB [23], TRANSFAC [24] and GRNdb [9].

1.2.2 Metabolic network

Cellular metabolism is generating an energy source and essential products (e.g. vita-
mines) that allows cell growth and survival. The energy produced by a cell is in the form
of a molecule called adenosine triphosphate (ATP). Inside the cell, biochemical reactions
are catalyzed by enzymes, a class of proteins. A biochemical reaction transforms one or
multiple molecules called reactants into one or multiple different molecules called prod-
ucts, all these molecules (reactants and products) are called metabolites. Some reactions
that share metabolites form what is called a metabolic pathway. The reactions inside a
metabolic pathway are linked as metabolites produced by a reaction are then consumed
by another. There are two types of metabolic pathways: the one synthesizing molecules
using energy (anabolic pathways) or releasing energy by consuming molecules (catabolic
pathways). Metabolic pathways are strongly interconnected. Indeed, the same metabolites
are found in different biochemical reactions as reactants or products, and an enzyme can
also catalyze different reactions. The metabolic enzymes represent an important part of
the gene products; for example, in S. cervisiae, a model organism, the percentage of genes
that code for enzymes is 14 %. This is an illustration of the existing connection between
the different biological layers.

A metabolic network represents the connection that exists between the various metabolic
pathways [22], and can be found in databases such as KEGG [25] and BIGG [5].

The metabolic and regulatory networks are tightly connected via different entities,
which are enzymes and metabolites (see Section 1.6).
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1.3 Using Answer set programming to model biolog-
ical networks

This section introduces the Answer Set Programming (ASP) language and presents
examples of some ASP applications to model biological systems.

Bases of Answer set programming

Answer set programming (ASP) is a declarative programming language used to address
combinatorial search NP problems. In a declarative programming language, rather than
figuring out how to solve the problem (imperative programming), we try to define what
the problem is; see Figure 1.3 for an illustration.

Problem : what are the numbers between 1 and 100 which are the multiples of 3 ?

#show solution(X): X=1..100, X\3=0.

in English:

print x such that: 
x is an integer, 1 <x <100, x is a multiple of 3.

for nb in range(1, 100):  # for each of the numbers from 1 to 100
    if nb % 3 == 0:       # if the number is a multiple of 3
        print(nb)         # print number on screen

ASP : Declarative Python : Imperative

Figure 1.3 – Comparison of the declarative and imperative language to resolve the same
problem

ASP can define logic programming rules, expressed using first-order logic, within a
discrete domain and find stable Herbrand models which satisfy these rules [26]. Logic
programming is a sub-paradigm of declarative programming, in which statements express
facts and rules following formal logic. A logic program is composed of the following ingre-
dients:

— Generate: rules to generate the set of potential solutions. (grounding)
— Test: rules to trim the set of potential solutions, eliminating unwanted ones. (solv-

ing)
— Define: (optional) rules to define auxiliary predicates.
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Figure 1.4, illustrates the ASP resolution process. The ASP version used in this thesis is
the implementation done by POTASSCO (Potsdam Answer Set Solving Collection). More
precisely, we used Clingo 1, an ASP tool combining Gringo, a grounder software and Clasp,
a solver. Gringo translates the program choice rules into a grounding program composed of
models with only constants and no variables. Clasp takes as input the grounding program
and filters the models by applying the constraint rules inside the logic program. In the
end, if the solver finds a stable model which satisfies all the constraints, it will output this
solution. Else, the solver outputs unsatisfiable.

Problem

Logic Program Grounder Solver Stable models

Solution

Modelisation

Solving

Interpretation

Figure 1.4 – ASP resolution process

For some problems, optimisation constructs are defined to find optimal solutions in a
solution space. Thanks to ASP, it is also possible to handle intersection, union, enumer-
ation and optimisation of models. In addition, unlike other declarative approaches (e.g.
Prolog), ASP allows one to work with negation by default: a predicate is false as long as
no other rules in the program allow to say that it is true.

ASP language notions

ASP uses the same semantics as logic programming. Indeed, the facts and rules in
ASP are expressed using a formal logic. The relation between two objects is represented

1. https://github.com/potassco/clingo
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with predicates. For example, to represent the relation between a father and his son, we
can use a predicate father : All codes below can be tested here 2.

1 % comment in ASP
2 father (darkvador ,luke).% darkvador is the father of luke
3 villain ( darkvador ).% darkvador is a villain
4 good(luke).% luke is a good guy

villain and good are also predicate. darkador and luke are constant term. All constants
in ASP begin with a minuscule. In contrast, variables are represented in capital letters in
ASP. For example, X in the figure 1.3 is a variable that can take a value between 1 and
100.

An atom is a term or a predicate which is grounded; it means that this expression does
not contain any variable. An atom is a true fact. For example, ASP considers the predicate
villain as an atom, so the fact that darkvador is a villain is true. The predicate father
is of arity 2 which signifies that two terms are concerned whereas predicates villain and
good are of arity 1. The predicate is noted as <name_of_predicate>/degree_of_arity.
In our case, the predicates are father/2, villain/1 and good/1.

The rules are written as logical clauses and represent a relationship of causality in
the form head:- body. The interpretation of a rule is "the head is true if and only if the
body is true". Using rules, it is possible to define whether an atom is true under certain
conditions. If a rule is composed of only a head and no body then this rule is perceived
as a true fact (head.). An example of logical rules:

1 villain ( darkvador ). villain (joker).% same as villain ( darvador ;joker).
2 good(luke).good( batman ).
3 ennemy (X,Y) :- villain (X); good(Y).

The translation of this rule is "if X is a villain and Y is good, so they are enemies".
Additionally, we can also make choices in ASP using this formulation:

1 1{ villain ( darkvador ; thanos ;joker)}1.

Here we ask ASP to choose a villain among the 3 given villains. ASP will therefore offer us
3 different solutions, each representing 1 villain. We can constrain this choice and decide
to have a villain who is "not thanos", for example, by adding a negation expressed like
this:

1 not villain ( thanos ).

2. https://potassco.org/clingo/run/
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ASP will propose only 2 solutions by excluding Thanos from the possible solutions. Other
operations are also possible in ASP, such as counts. For example:

1 nb(N):-N=# count{ villain ( darkvador ; thanos ;joker)}.

This will return one solution, which is nb(3).
ASP possesses optimizations operation, which allows to obtain optimal solutions noted

#maximaze or #minimize. Example:
1 1 { nb (1..100) } 1.% choose a number between 1 and 100.
2 # maximize {N:nb(N)}.% Maximize N which belong to the search space obtain

with predicate nb.

The optimal solution returned is nb(100) which is the maximal number between 1 and
100.

Example of using ASP to model biological systems

ASP has proven to be an efficient language in systems biology, it was used for analyzing
metabolic, signalling and regulatory networks but also for consistency checking, diagno-
sis and repair of biological data and models. For example, meneco is an ASP tool that
reasons on metabolic networks. meneco checks if a metabolic network draft can produce
observed metabolites and automatically complete the draft until the observed metabolites
are produced [27]. For ASP tools on signalling networks, we can mention caspo [28] that
infers logical networks from experimental data and designs new experiments to reduce
uncertainty and look for strategies to control the biological system behaviour. Finally,
Iggy which is used in my thesis is one of the examples of ASP applications to check the
consistency of regulatory networks and observe system behaviour; see Section 1.4.1 for
details.

1.4 Gene regulatory network modelling

A gene regulatory network is composed of macromolecules; the majority of them are
proteins that interact to regulate the level of expression of genes.

For many organisms, regulatory networks are already known, at least partially, and
can be found in databases such as KEGG [4] or BIGG model repositories [5].

The aim of modelling regulatory networks is to explore the relationship between genes
and determine the dynamics of the genes inside an organism. By understanding the dy-
namics of this network, we can shed light on the mechanisms triggered by a perturbation
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on an organism. There are a lot of different approaches; we are providing a limited list.
We will focus on Logic and Bayesian networks since they seem to be the most appropriate,
large-scale approaches for studying a whole organism [6]. These two approaches can be
used on bigger networks, knowing that an organism is composed of thousands of genes and
hundreds of transcription factors (TFs). As an example, the bacteria E. coli comprises
approximately 4000 genes, and 200 TFs [29].

1.4.1 Logic network

Logic-based network models were among the first approaches used to model regulatory
networks. They were introduced by Kauffman in 1969 [30]. These approaches present a
good compromise between complexity and precision [31]. They need as input data prior
knowledge of the structure of the biological network but compared to other approaches;
they do not need so many parameters (e.g., kinetic parameters). There is a wide range of
logic-based models, such as Boolean network models, Generalized Logical Networks, and
probabilistic Boolean networks.

Boolean network

A node in the boolean network represents each component of the regulatory network.
Each directed edge between two nodes represents their regulatory interactions.

A node of the network, gene or protein, is modeled as a binary device (ON-OFF).
ON/1 when it is active OFF/0 when it is inactive. So a Boolean network composed of n

nodes may have 2n states. Boolean networks contain a set of nodes, G = {g1, g2, ..., gn}.
The state of a node gi is modeled by a Boolean function fi that represents the regulatory
dependencies with its direct predecessors in the boolean network. The set of Boolean
functions for all the nodes is denoted as F = {f1, f2, ..., fn}. When Kauffman introduced
Boolean networks in 1969 it was stipulated that the time of this model is discrete so at
each time t there is a new state of the system which is updated [30]. A state of the system
corresponds to an ON/OFF assignment for each node in the network. The transition of a
node gi from time point t to time point t+1, gi(t) → gi(t+1), is represented by a Boolean
function: gi(t + 1) = fi[P (gi)(t)] where P (gi)(t) represents the values of the parents of
node gi at the current time point t. This basic Boolean network can update from time
point t to time point t + 1 by using synchronous update. A synchronous update signifies
that all Boolean functions are applied to transit for each node from t → t + 1 at the
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same time [32]. Other updating schemes exist, such as asynchronous update. Therefore,
the dynamics of the Boolean network are deterministic as each state of the system has
one successor; only one new system state is possible after an update of the system.

Different approaches exist to construct Boolean networks, such as literature-based
methods that require user knowledge and literature research [33]. When experimental
data are available, we can use data-driven methods that will allow us to infer Boolean
functions [34] using gene expression data.

Boolean network modelling allows studying the regulatory network dynamics with
limited knowledge. Although it simplifies biochemical processes highly, it is still helpful
to discover new biological knowledge [35]. Boolean networks show only two states (lev-
els of species expression), ON or OFF. Some mechanisms based on different expression
levels cannot be modeled using this approach. Boolean networks can be extended to the
Generalized Logical Networks (GLN) to solve this problem.

Sign-consistency approach

The sign consistency approach tests the consistency between an interaction graph (IG)
and a list of partial discrete observations of this graph nodes derived from experimental
datasets. The IG is a signed directed graph, where the edges are signed as "+" or "-" and
directed so that i → j means species i influences species j. The list of discrete observa-
tions is composed of discrete ("+", over-expressed; "−", under-expressed; "0", no-change)
changes associated with some nodes. This change represents the differential expression
of a gene between two system conditions (for example, normal and perturbed). Given a
sign consistency rule, a graph is said to be consistent with respect to a list of discrete
observations if the change of a node agrees with the network topology and the list of given
observations. In case of inconsistency, the modelling framework proposes artificial repairs
allowing to establish consistency. After consistency is established, the modelling agrees
on new discrete changes on some initially unobserved species; these agreements are called
predictions.

Iggy framework

Iggy [8] 3 is a framework based on ASP that uses sign consistency modelling. The
observations represent a change of expression between two conditions assigned to some

3. http://bioasp.github.io/iggy/
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graph nodes. It automatically detects inconsistencies between graph and observations,
applies minimal repairs to restore consistency, and predicts the sign of unobserved nodes
by applying the following logical rules:

1. The observations must keep their initial sign.

2. The "+" or "-" sign for each signed node n must be justified by at least one of its
received signed influences. An influence from node p to n, is the product between
the (p, n) edge sign and p’s sign.

3. Each node signed as "0" must have only one influence signed as "0" or at least one
"+" and one "−" influence.

Iggy proposes a set of consistent models. Then, Iggy summarises all consistent models
in a step called Projection. Iggy has 6 different levels of predictions which are estimated
after the Projection step: "-", "notPlus", "0", "notMinus", "+", "CHANGE".

"-", "0", "+" are strong predictions as the node is always predicted with the same sign
in all consistent models.

"notPlus", "notMinus", "CHANGE" are weak predictions: a node can be predicted with
different signs across all consistent models ("notPlus": {”−”, ”0”}; "notMinus": {”+”, ”0”};
"CHANGE": {” + ”; ” − ”} ).

Another output of this sign-consistency approach is a list of inconsistent nodes in case
of incompatibility between a graph and an observation list. Iggy needs to fix these conflicts
to be able to make the prediction. It proposes a repair by adding artificial interactions
in the network and will propose a minimal correction set (MCoS) of added interactions.
In some cases, if multiple repairs are possible, Iggy will compute them all, and the final
set of predicted nodes is the union of predictions obtained after each repair. Iggy allows
solving this combinatorial problem by using a solver Clasp 4. Iggy’s application on a toy
example is given in the following paragraph.

Iggy application on a toy example

This toy example is composed of 10 nodes, 7 activation edges, and 1 inhibition edge
(E ⊣ D). In Figure 1.5 we illustrate how Iggy proceeds when comparing this toy IG with
one dataset of observations. First, Iggy recovers consistency by adding only one artificial
influence (art) on node I. Then, it predicts values over nodes D, E, and G, which are

4. Last version of Iggy, 2.2.0 relies on Clasp 3.3.6.
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unobserved. Figure 1.5 shows the prediction of Iggy for the three unobserved nodes and
the repaired node, I. This toy example outputs three optimal answer sets: Solutions 1, 2
and 3. Focusing on node E, we observe that in the answer set Solution 1, the predicted
sign is "-", in Solution 2, the predicted sign is "+" and in Solution 3, the predicted sign
is "0". Node D and G are always set to "+" as explained by the sign of their received
influence (see rule 2). To illustrate how projection works with Iggy, let us focus on nodes
D and E. For node D, the sign across all optimal solutions is "+" so the sign given by
the projection is of "+" (Figure 1.5 (b), column Prediction). For node E, the sign varies
between −, + and 0 across all optimal solutions; in this case, Iggy cannot give a prediction.
Finally, in Figure 1.5 (b), we see that the sign of node I is the same as its observed sign.
Indeed, the added artificial influences allow the node to keep the observed sign despite
the inconsistency. The inconsistency is explained by J , which is the only predecessor of I

and activates it. Thus, J and I should have the same sign in consistent local behaviour.
To guarantee a global consistency of the whole network, node I had to be repaired.

1.4.2 Bayesian Network

Bayesian networks are also called probabilistic directed acyclic models [36]. Bayesian
networks allow a representation of conditional dependencies between random variables as
represented in Figure 1.6. Bayesian networks rely on the Bayes theorem, which describes
the probability of an event based on prior knowledge of conditions that might be re-
lated to the event. This theorem uses conditional probabilities, which measure an event’s
probability, given that another event has already occurred.

The nodes are random variables X = (Xi), i = 1, .., n where n represents the number
of components inside the network. The edges represent the conditional dependencies.
p(Xi|ai) is the probability for the variable Xi conditioned by the set of its parents in the
graph, ai. The joint distribution of all variables is:

P (X1, X2, ..Xn) = Πn
i=1p(Xi|ai)

By taking a gene expression dataset D, a Bayesian approach will give a quantita-
tive assessment if a directed acyclic graph noted G, will produce such data. The main
limitation is that learning G using D is an NP-hard problem as the number of possible
graph structures increase exponentially as the size of the Bayesian network increases [38].
Therefore, heuristic searches are used to find an approximation of this problem solution
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(a)

Figure 1.5 – Toy case study Iggy. (a) Toy network with 7 nodes that are initially ob-
served and 3 unobserved nodes. The I node is marked as inconsistent. The colours for
observed nodes is: "+" (green) if the node is over-expressed, "-" (red) if under-expressed,
and "0" (blue) if there is no change of expression between the two conditions. The unob-
served nodes are in grey (b) Iggy predictions on toy network example. Unobserved nodes
(grey) are predicted by Iggy with a sign. The orange node is repaired by adding one ar-
tificial influence. Columns Solution 1, 2 and 3 represent sign in optimal answer sets for
unobserved and repaired nodes. Column Prediction is summarizing all Solution columns.

[39]. The Bayesian network formalism does not allow to take into account any form of a
loop that can appear in a Biological system and does not consider the dynamic process
of gene regulation. For that purpose, dynamic boolean networks have been introduced.
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Node X₁P(X )₁

Node X₃P(X |X )₃ ₁ Node X₄P(X |X ,X )₄ ₁ ₂

Node X₂P(X )₂
+X1 -X1

0.25 0.75

+X2 -X2

0.1 0.9

+X3 -X3

+X1 0.25 0.75

-X1 0.75 0.25

+X4 -X4

+X1,+X2 0.99 0.01

+X1,-X2 0.25 0.75

-X1,+X2 0.8 0.2

-X1,-X2 0.0 1.0

Figure 1.6 – Representation of a small Bayesian Network with fictitious number network
inspired by [37]. The fictitious number represents the probability that a gene (X) is active (+) or inactive
(-) depending on the state of its predecessors in the graph.

1.4.3 Other existing methods

Among other existing formalisms to model regulatory networks we can cite neuronal
networks [40], state-space model [41], differential equation model (ODE) [40] and relevance
model [42]. These formalism are based on reverse engineering using data to model the
regulatory network. However, these methods use either temporal data or require a lot of
additional parameters not always available. As we are working with non-temporal data
and want as few parameters as possible to have a generalizable method for most organisms
we did not present in detail these methods.

1.5 Metabolic network modelling

A metabolic network is composed of biochemical reactions that produce and consume
metabolites. These biochemical reactions are catalyzed by enzymes. The principal aim of
the metabolic network is to produce biomass [43].

There are multiple goals fulfilled by modelling metabolism; some of them are: enhanc-
ing bioprocess performance, a better comprehension of cell biology, drug target discovery,
and metabolic therapy. In this section, we present an introduction to one approach com-
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monly used for modelling metabolic networks. For a more detailed introduction, please
refer to [7].

1.5.1 Constraint-Based modelling and Flux Balance Analysis

Flux Balance Analysis (FBA) [44] is a mathematical method using linear programming
to simulate metabolism.

Figure 1.7 – Principle of FBA in three step inspired by [44]

In the first step, A metabolic network is defined by (m,n,S) where m represents the
number of compounds in the metabolic reactions, such as metabolites and enzymes. n

represents the number of biochemical reactions. S represents the metabolic reactions as
a numerical matrix called the stoichiometric matrix of dimension m ∗ n. The cells of this
matrix are the stoichiometric coefficients of each compound for each reaction. If for a
cell cij, the stoichiometric coefficients is of 0 it signifies that the compound i does not
participate in the reaction j. A positive coefficient signifies that the reaction produces
the compound, and a negative one signifies that it is consumed. A vector represents the
flux through all the reactions noted v, which has a length of n. In FBA, we assume
that the metabolism is at a steady state. This assumption is defined by a constraint
called mass balance constraint, S.v = 0. Another constraint is added, named the
capacity constraint, which stipulates that reaction fluxes are between a lower and an
upper bound: ai < vi < bi. ai is for the lower bound, bi, the upper bound, and vi for
the i-th reaction of the metabolic system. These constraints can be found in Figure 1.7
and define an allowable solution space in the form of a polyhedral cone (blue in the
figure). This solution space represents all the fluxes acquired for the metabolic reactions
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subject to the two constraints. FBA then searches to optimise (maximize or minimize) an
objective function Z, that represents, for example, the growth rate or the maximum ATP
production for an organism. By applying the objective function Z, we find an optimal
solution, in general, on a vertex of the cone. This optimal solution corresponds to the
optimal distribution of fluxes to achieve the objective function.

1.5.2 Other existing approaches

Other approaches exist to model the metabolic network using, for example, thermodynamic-
based constraints or kinetic parameters. All these approaches are detailed in [45]. They
aim to be closer to the biological reality, but the disadvantage is that they need to have
more input data than FBA.

1.6 Integration between regulatory and metabolic net-
works

For many years the regulatory and metabolic networks have been studied indepen-
dently, but they are deeply related together, as illustrated in Figure 1.8. Indeed, the
enzymes produced by the regulatory network catalyze some reactions in the metabolic
network. Besides, metabolites produced by the biochemical reactions can regulate the ex-
pression of transcription factors inside the regulatory network. The intertwining of these
two networks could improve our global comprehension of the effect of a perturbation on
an organism; this is the crucial idea of this thesis. This section makes a non-exhaustive
review of the tools that already make it possible to integrate these two biological networks.

1.6.1 Approaches translating regulatory effects into Boolean rules

rFBA, regulatory Flux Balance Analysis

The first approach rfBA was used on E. coli in 2001 [11]. rFBA was tested on a
simplified regulatory/metabolic network composed of 20 reactions and four regulatory
proteins. This approach aimed to incorporate in the FBA analysis the regulatory effects
that can impact the organism. Indeed, FBA can lead to incorrect predictions by not tak-
ing into account these regulatory effects; this was proved for E. coli in 2000 [46]. In rFBA,
they added the regulatory effects in Boolean rules that define a new constraint on the
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Figure 1.8 – Link between regulatory and metabolic network inspired by: [12]

system. rFBA updates the integrated metabolic-regulatory system for a short period by
applying the defined Boolean rules for taking transcription and regulatory effects into
account. These Boolean rules constrain reaction fluxes with enzyme presence/absence.
The presence/absence of an enzyme is also defined by Boolean rules characterizing the
presence/absence of given metabolites or activation/inactivation of a reaction. For exam-
ple, if a reaction is catalyzed by an enzyme that is not present for a given time, then
the flux of this reaction will be set to 0. At t=0, all initial system conditions must be
given to do the update of the integrated metabolic-regulatory system. The updates are
stopped when a given time is reached or there is a lack of an essential metabolite (e.g.
carbon is exhausted). At this step, the optimal flux distribution for each reaction, the
transport rates, and the extracellular concentrations are required. This approach allows
a very detailed representation of a model closer to biological reality. The major downside
is the need for many dynamic parameters that are not always known depending on the
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organism. We also need a well-studied organism to construct the integrated network more
accurately and infer the Boolean rules.

SR-FBA, steady-state regulatory flux balance analysis

This method is based on rFBA and was introduced by Shlomi et al. in 2007 [12]. It was
used on a genome-scale integrated metabolic-regulatory model of E. coli. SR-FBA is based
on Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) used to identify a metabolic-regulatory
steady-state (MRS). All the regulatory effects are expressed as Boolean rules; a gene or
protein is given a Boolean value reflecting its expression. Then, these Boolean rules are
translated into linear constraints added to the other constraints inside FBA. SR-FBA
studies the effect of transcriptional regulation on cellular metabolism by quantifying the
extent to which regulatory constraints and metabolic constraints determine the activity
of fluxes. In addition, the integrated model is used to identify specific genes and metabolic
functions in which regulation is not optimal. SR-FBA needs a well-known organism with
an already integrated regulatory and metabolic network once again.

1.6.2 Probabilistic approaches

PROM, probabilistic integrative modelling

PROM was used in 2010 on E. coli and M.tuberculosis [13]. PROM uses gene expres-
sion data to infer conditional probabilities to represent gene states conditioned to the state
of their regulators (or transcription factors, Tfs). PROM requires as input data a thou-
sand gene expressions datasets (DNA chips, see Section 1.1) upon different conditions, a
metabolic network, a list of the interactions between a TF and its targeted genes, and ad-
ditional interactions involving enzyme regulation by metabolites and proteins. Using gene
expression data and interaction data, we can model the effect of a perturbation on the
regulatory and then on the metabolic network using PROM. However, PROM manages
only direct interactions inside the regulatory network.

For example, predicting the impact of a knock-out (KO) of TF B over A, consists in
computing P (A = 1|B = 0), which will be estimated by counting the number of DNA
chip samples in which target gene A is activated when TF B is deactivated. Similarly,
the activation of TF B over A, P (A = 1|B = 1), will be computed by counting the
number of DNA chip samples in which target gene A is activated when TF B is activated.
For modelling the perturbation of a TF on a genome-wide scale, the states of all target
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genes are determined. The repercussion of a TF perturbation on the metabolism can
be modeled passing by biochemical reactions. Indeed, the flow of biochemical reactions,
which are regulated by genes interacting with the TF, will be constrained by the computed
conditional probabilities of these genes. As an example, the maximum flux of the reaction
regulated by gene A, which interacs with a knock-out TF B becomes:

fmax = p ∗ V max

where p is the probability that gene A is turned ON when the regulatory TF B is
turned OFF and V max is the maximum rate of the reaction estimated by Flux Variability
Analysis, FVA [47]. The new maximum flux fmax is set as a soft constraint of the system.
Indeed, the reaction can exceed fmax with a penalty.

Probregnet, probability regulatory network

The Probregnet 5 pipeline [48] appeared in 2019 and was developed by Han Yu and
Rachael Hageman Blair; the studied organism is Human. It is a complex global frame-
work that allows integrating a gene regulatory model (based on graph interactions) into a
metabolic network (based on biochemical reactions) using a constraint-based model. Pro-
bregnet gives as output for the metabolic network a new value of the objective function,
see Section 1.5.1. This new value is impacted by an in silico perturbation done on the
regulatory network.

The regulatory network analysis proposed by Probregnet is based on Bayesian net-
works, detailed in Section 1.4.2, also called probabilistic directed acyclic models [11];
which allows a representation of conditional dependencies between random variables. To
illustrate Probregnet, the authors used as case-study the HIF-signaling pathway converted
into a direct acyclic graph, DAG, where nodes are genes and edges are interactions be-
tween these genes (not signed or labeled). The BayesnetBP R package [49] is used to
parametrize the graph with the gene expression data [50] by associating a node with its
expression value. In a Bayesian network, the value of a child node depends on its parent
nodes in the graph. Then, belief propagation is used to establish the repercussion of the
perturbation of a given node in the graph over the other nodes. In [48] the perturbed
node was HIF1A. The repercussion of the perturbation was monitored thanks to a ratio
of the node expression in the perturbed model compared to the node expression in the

5. https://github.com/hyu-ub/prob_reg_net
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model without perturbation. They focused on 15 enzymes present in the regulatory net-
work, known to regulate biochemical reactions in the brain. The integration of the enzyme
computational prediction to the metabolic network was done by using the same technique
as in [51]. They performed a multiplication of the in silico enzyme predicted Fold-change
with the flux of the biochemical reactions regulated by this enzyme. An average Fold-
change was computed in the case of reactions regulated by multiple enzymes and this
average Fold-change is then used for the multiplication. The fluxes of each reaction were
obtained beforehand by performing an FBA; the objective function was the net ATP pro-
duction. By doing this multiplication, the fluxes of the biochemical reactions can go out
of the allowable solution space, as shown in Figure 1.7. They escape this problem by using
mathematical paradigms such as LSEI (Least Squares with Equalities and Inequalities)
or MCMC (Markov chain Monte Carlo) that allows them to take into account the new
modified fluxes and stay in the allowable solution space by applying the two metabolic
constraints defined in 1.5.1. In the end, they obtained a new net ATP production upon
perturbation of HIF1A.

IDREAM, Integrated Deduced And Metabolism

IDREAM appeared in 2017 on S. cerevisae and was developed by Wang et al. [18].
IDREAM combines a statistical inference of regulatory influence network method (EGRIN)
with PROM to create improved metabolic and regulatory network models.

A common strategy to link regulatory and metabolic networks is to use gene expression
to impose condition-specific flux constraints on the model. The primary hypothesis is that
elevated measurement of gene expression implies the increased activity of the metabolic
enzyme encoded by that gene. The IDREAM authors observation is that in many cases,
predictions using only FBA with maximum growth objective function are as good as
methods using gene expressions to impose flux constraints on the metabolic network.
They hypothesize that gene expression is not directly correlated with the encoded enzyme
activity. Indeed, in some cases a gene expression and its encoded enzyme evolves differently
under different conditions; for example, one increase or decrease and the other remain
stable. This is the reason for using a regulatory network taking environmental influences
or perturbations into account to relate them, as the one produced by EGRIN.

As mentioned before IDREAM uses EGRIN which stands for Environment and Gene
Regulatory Influence [52]. EGRIN describes which factors influence gene expression and
under which environmental conditions these factors intervene. EGRIN needs as input time
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series transcriptome data under different environmental conditions and a prior network
to have a partial knowledge of TF-target relationship.

The basic strategy of EGRIN is:
— Identify co-regulated modules. The subset of genes expressed coherently are

identified as forming potentially co-regulated and coherent modules in certain envi-
ronmental conditions. These modules can often be associated with specific aspects
of cell function thanks to the gene ontology enrichment.

— Identify directed TF-gene interactions. First, a prior network is used to un-
derstand the existing interaction between genes and TFs. Then, these interactions
are estimated with the expression dataset, and edges are removed from the prior
network if the interaction does not happen in the dataset.

When compared to experimentally measured growth rates of S. Cerevisiae under dif-
ferent conditions, IDREAM is closer to these growth rates than PROM. However, it also
needs thousands of expression data under different conditions to infer the regulatory net-
work with EGRIN.

1.6.3 Synthesis

The techniques allowing an integration of the regulatory and metabolic network were
developed recently, as the first approach was in 2001. Since this approach, many new
approaches have appeared to do the integration. These approaches allow us to consider the
regulatory effects that have a fundamental impact on metabolism. However, the majority
of these approaches are used only on a well-known organism such as E. coli or S. cerevisiae
because many input gene-expression profiles are required. Besides, some approaches do
not scale well on a large-scale network, such as thousands of nodes network which is
representative of the real size of a regulatory network, or need thousands of gene expression
data to work. In Table 1.1, we show a summary where the approaches mentioned in
Section 1.6 are compared in terms of the studied organism, principle, data required, and
their advantages and inconveniences. The techniques presented here are the ones that
come close to the method we will talk about later in this thesis.
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Tools, organism Input data Principle + vs −
rFBA, 2001, E.coli • Dynamic parameters

• Integrated regula-
tory/metabolic network

• Translate regulatory
effects into Boolean
rules

• Update the integrated
system with these rules

+ : Considers multiple
biological layers

− : Not applicable on
larger scale and un-
known organisms

SR-FBA, 2007, E.coli • Dynamic parameters
• Integrated regula-

tory/metabolic network
• Boolean rules for regula-

tory effects

• Regulatory effect trans-
lated into linear con-
straints

• Add these constraints to
FBA constraints

+ : Works on E.coli at a
genome scale

− : Applicable only on
well-known organisms

PROM, 2010, E.coli
M.tuberculosis

• Metabolic network
• Regulatory network

interactions
• Thousands of gene ex-

pression datasets under
different conditions

• Infer conditional prob-
abilities to represent
gene-TF interaction

• Use this information to
represent gene state

• Add conditional prob-
abilities as a constraint
in FBA

+ : Does not need
Boolean rules

+ : Applicable to a
broader panel of or-
ganisms with uknown
dynamic parameters

− : Thousands of gene
expression datasets

Probregnet, 2019, Hu-
man

• Regulatory network
• Metabolic network
• Gene expression dataset

for at least 10 samples

• Use a Bayesian network
to predict the effect of
perturbation

• Add these effects into
FBA constraints

• Apply mathematical
paradigms (LSEI or
MCMC) to estimate
new ATP production

+ : Applicable on Human
− : Does not handle inhi-

bition interaction
− : Requires several sam-

ples (at least 10) to
ensure a statistical
significance

1

Table 1.1 – Summary of all the presented techniques which allow integration
between regulatory and metabolic networks.

1.7 Conclusion

This chapter introduces biological techniques used to generate gene expression datasets,
biological networks and some approaches to model them and to model the integration
between the regulatory and the metabolic network. These notions are important be-
cause they allow us to understand the complexity of modelling biological organisms
and the repercussion of a perturbation on the different biological layers (e.g. regulatory,
metabolic).

As said in Section 1.6.3, we face some challenges. More generally, there is a lack of
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an integrated regulatory/metabolic approach that does not need as much input data as
dynamic parameters or thousands of gene expression data, and can work on a large-scale
network and a wider range of organisms and not only the most studied organism. For
some organisms, dynamic parameters are not always available, or there is not thousands
of gene expression data under different conditions.

In this thesis, we want to address these challenges with 2 contributions presented in
Chapter 2 and Chapter 3.

Chapter 2 compares two gene regulatory modelling approaches; one uses a Bayesian
network, Probregnet (see Section 1.6.2), and the other uses a logical network, Iggy (see
Section 1.4.1). The logical and Bayesian approaches allows one to perturb the system and
see the repercussion of this perturbation, and better comprehend the triggered biological
mechanism. This comparison was made to enlighten the advantages and inconveniences
of both techniques.

Chapter 3 addresses the logical approach’s limitation regarding the new proposed
node predictions upon perturbation and proposes a new approach called MajS. This new
approach based on Iggy allows a more refined quantification of this prediction, which will
be a crucial step in integrating the regulatory and metabolic network.

Both chapters focus on the regulatory network and propose computational predictions
using only prior knowledge and observation data.
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Chapter 2

FIRST CONTRIBUTION : COMPARISON OF

LOGIC APPROACH WITH BAYESIAN

APPROACH FOR REGULATORY NETWORK

MODELLING

The impact of a given treatment over a disease can be modeled
by measuring the action of genes on enzymes, and the effect of
perturbing these last over the optimal biomass production of an
associated metabolic network. In this chapter, we focus on pre-
senting the comparison of two approaches: a logical (discrete) Iggy,
and a probabilistic (quantitative) one Probregnet. Our objective
was to compare the computational predictions of the enzymes in
these models upon a perturbation. We used data from two previ-
ously published works that focused on the HIF-signaling pathway,
known to regulate cellular processes in hypoxia and angiogenesis,
and to play a role in neurodegenerative diseases, in particular on
Alzheimer Disease (AD). The first study used Microarray gene ex-
pression datasets and the second one, used RNA-seq data. Our
results on the Microarray dataset were that Iggy and Probregnet
showed very similar (73.3% of agreement) computational enzymes
predictions upon the same perturbation. On the second dataset, we
obtained slightly different enzyme predictions (66.6% of agreement)
using both modelling approaches; however, Iggy’s predictions fol-
lowed experimentally measured enzyme expression.

Summary of chapter 2
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2.1 Introduction

This chapter is derived from our recently published study in the CMSB (Computa-
tional Methods in Systems Biology) conference in 2020 [14]. The aim of this study is to
compare a recent tool Probregnet [48] with Iggy [8]. Probregnet uses a Bayesian network
model, on which belief propagation techniques are applied to reason over it. Iggy uses a
sign-consistency approach, expressed as a logic program in Answer Set Programming [44].
Both tools use prior regulatory knowledge and are able to make computational predic-
tions upon system perturbation using few gene expression datasets. The nature of both
approaches, one quantitative, the other discrete, makes it interesting for us to compare
them in the context of enzyme prediction.

The results of this comparison were obtained on the HIF signaling pathway, known
to be of major importance in neurodegenerative diseases [50]. We applied both tools on a
Microarray dataset on Alzheimer’s disease and an RNA-Seq dataset on human umbilical
vein endothelial cells. We built models upon two regulatory networks of around 80 nodes
and 250 edges.

Iggy is faster than Probregnet to compute enzyme predictions in our tested case studies
(0.038s vs 25s) 1. Besides, Iggy and Probregnet showed very similar (73.3% of agreement)
computational enzymes predictions upon the same perturbation for Microarray data. On
the second dataset, we obtained different enzyme predictions (66.6% of agreement) using
both modelling approaches; however Iggy’s predictions followed experimentally measured
results on enzyme expression.

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Datasets to perform this comparison

We used two different datasets. The first one is a Microarray gene expression dataset
published in [50] and the second one is an RNA-seq dataset published in [53]. The DNA
microarray sequencing and RNA-Seq general techniques are explained in Section 1.1 of
Chapter 1.

The Microarray data were measured in the Hippocampus brain region of 10 Alzeih-
mers’s patients and 13 healthy patients. The Hippocampus is known to be differentially

1. All computations were performed on a standard laptop machine. Ubuntu 18.04, 64 bits, intel core
i7-9850H CPU 2.60 GHz, 32 GB
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vulnerable to the histopathological and metabolic features of Alzheimer’s disease (AD).
An Affymetrix Human Genome Array was used and allowed to collect the expression for
20545 genes.

The RNA-seq data were measured on human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HU-
VECs) exposed to constitutively active HIF1A over-expression. This data was collected
for 3 control cells (with normal expression of HIF1A) and 3 cells with induced over-
expression of HIF1A in the form of two types of RNA-seq datasets, one absolute and the
other differential. The absolute RNA-seq datasets, consisting of 25691 RNA, were nor-
malized using the edgeR R package [54]. These normalized RNA-seq data were used to
generate the in silico predictions with Probregnet. The differential RNA-seq datasets were
composed of 1854 genes significantly differentially expressed upon HIF1A induction. The
genes having a significant differential expression were selected using a cutoff of 1.5, ap-
plied on their logarithmic expression. A cutoff of 0.01 was used on the false discovery rate
(FDR). This differential RNA-seq dataset was used to generate the in silico predictions
with Iggy. All the RNA-Seq datasets were extracted from the GEO database 2.

2.2.2 Regulatory network

In [55] it has been shown that the HIF-signaling pathway is of major importance
in neurodegenerative disease, with a key role of the HIF1A protein. In [48] the authors
built a gene regulatory network for Alzheimer Disease (AD), focused on the HIF-signaling
pathway. We used a signaling and gene regulatory network built upon the same pathway;
for this purpose we use the same methods as proposed in the Probregnet pipeline. These
steps are explained in the following paragraphs. The retrieved networks were afterward
modeled and analyzed with Probregnet and Iggy using two different datasets (see Section
2.2.1).

At first, the HIF-pathway was extracted from the KEGG database thanks to the
graphite R package 3. This R package allows to provide networks derived from different
databases based on the pathway topology. In this network, all the metabolites nodes have
been removed and the edges are propagated through them, and are labeled as indirect pro-
cesses. The nodes represent either protein or genes. The edges represent multiple biological
processes: ubiquitination, phosphorylation, binding, inhibition, activation, expression.

2. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE98060
3. https://www.bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/vignettes/graphite/inst/doc/

graphite.pdf
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Afterward, we reduced this graph by keeping only the nodes of the network associated
with genes present in the gene expression datasets. Since we had two datasets we will
retrieve in these step two reduced networks. The first one was based on the Microarray
data in [50] extracted from the Hippocampus brain region of healthy and Alzheimer’s
disease (AD) patients. The genes which were kept were those present in either healthy or
AD datasets. In the second network, obtained using the RNA-seq dataset of HUVECS [53],
the genes kept were those that were present in either control or HIF1A induced cells.

Finally, both regulatory networks were converted into a directed acyclic graph (DAG)
by using the pcalg R package 4 that allows to extend a partially directed acyclic graph
into a DAG using the algorithm by Dor and Tarsi (1992) [56]. In this algorithm, the DAG
will have the same set of vee-structures as the partially directed acyclic graph; where a
vee-structure is formed by two edges, directed towards a common head, while their tails
are non-adjacent. After this process, the edges in the DAG are not labeled (or signed)
anymore. Since Iggy, contrary to Probregnet, needs a signed graph, we took into account
the edges that were previously labeled as inhibition in the KEGG database, and the other
edges were all labeled as activation. The final regulatory network consists of 94 nodes and
285 edges for the Microarray data and 81 nodes and 233 edges for the RNA-seq data.
Both are a reduction of the HIF-signaling pathway adapted to the data.

2.2.3 The Probregnet pipeline

The Probregnet pipeline [48] allows to integrate a gene regulatory model, using Bayesian
network (see Section 1.4.2), into a metabolic network using a constraint-based model, FBA
(see Section 1.5.1). This pipeline is detailed in Section 1.6.2. The regulatory network used
as case study represents the HIF-1 signaling pathway known to have an impact on neu-
rodegenerative disease and the metabolic network is composed of 71 biochemical reactions,
known to be active in brain metabolism. They focus on the prediction of 15 enzymes upon
perturbation of HIF1A. These 15 enzymes are catalyzing 10 reactions among the 71. In
the results presented in this chapter, we still focus on these 15 enzymes and compute the
ratio (or fold-change) of the enzymes’ expression in a perturbed model compared to the
enzymes’ expression in a model without perturbation. For this, we used different Bayesians
networks (BNs) parametrized for the two different datasets presented in Section 2.2.1.

4. https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/pcalg/pcalg.pdf
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Bayesian networks for our case-studies

Recall that the BN is built using the DAG extracted in Section 2.2.2 parametrized
to a specific dataset. Using these DAGs, we obtained from our two datasets (AD and
HUVECs) the following BNs:

1. Microarray dataset of the Hippocampus brain region

(a) BN parametrized using the Microarray data of the 10 AD patients

(b) Control BN parametrized using the Microarray data of the 13 healthy individ-
uals

2. RNA-seq dataset of HUVECs

(a) BN parametrized using the RNA-seq data of the 3 adenovirally over-expressed
HIF1A cells

(b) BN parametrized using the RNA-seq data of the 3 HUVECs with normal HIF1A
expression

For BN (2a) and BN (2b), the number of cells was not enough for Probregnet in order
to parametrize the BN. Therefore, for each of the two conditions (normal and adenovi-
rally over-expressed HIF1A), we completed the 3 HUVECs datasets with 10 artificially
generated datasets (by adding an artificial noise in the data of 1%).

Enzymes in silico predictions

For the Microarray dataset of the Hippocampus brain region we computed the fold-
change of the 15 enzymes for different types of in silico perturbations of the model.
Equation 2.1 describes the expression ratio measured for each enzyme e.

ye = xADp
e

xC
e

(2.1)

where ye refers to the fold-change (FC) expression of enzyme e; xADp
e , to the expres-

sion of enzyme e obtained after simulation of the AD BN (1a) upon perturbation p. This
perturbation p was done in three ways: HIF1A over-expressed (set to 13 expression level),
under-expressed (set to 8 expression level), and HIF1A unaltered (9.56 expression level).
For HIF1A unaltered, enzyme expression is the average expression of the enzyme in the
dataset for AD patients. xC

e refers to the expression of enzyme e in the control BN (1b)
without perturbation, that is, the average expression of the enzyme in the dataset for
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healthy patients.

For the RNA-Seq dataset on HUVECs we still focus on the enzyme and only one in
silico perturbation. Equation 2.2 describes the fold-change computed for each enzyme e.

ze = xOp
e

xH
e

(2.2)

where ze refers to the FC expression of enzyme e, xOp
e corresponds to the expression

of enzyme e obtained after simulation of the HUVECs over-expressed BN (2a) upon
perturbation p. This perturbation p represents an over-expression of HIF1A (set to 17
expression level, when HIF1A average expression across over-expressed samples is 14.5).
xH

e refers to the expression of enzyme e in the BN (2b) without perturbation, that is, the
average expression of the enzyme in unaltered cells.

2.2.4 Iggy

The Iggy framework allows to model a regulatory model, using Answer set Program-
ming based on a sign-consistency approach. Iggy automatically detects inconsistencies
between a graph G and a set of experimental observations µ, applies minimal repairs to
restore consistency, and predicts the sign of non-observed nodes in G. This framework is
more detailed in Section 1.4.1.

Generating discrete observations from datasets to use Iggy

For the Microarray dataset, we denote as ȳg the ratio (or fold-change) of the average
expression of gene g of AD patients against the average expression of gene g in healthy
individuals. To obtain the associated sign for each gene g in the dataset, we discretised
ȳg, using the thresholds over the distribution of the expression of the 20545 genes in the
dataset as shown in Equation 2.3.

sign(ȳg) =


+ if ȳg > Q3

− if ȳg < Q1

0 if 0.99 ≤ ȳg ≤ 1.01
(2.3)

where Q3 and Q1 refer to the third and first quartiles of the fold-change gene expression
data distribution. From this discretisation analysis, the input observations data for Iggy
was composed of 16 "+", 24 "-", and 16 "0-changed" nodes. Nodes not included in these
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thresholds are seen as not significantly observed and therefore do not belong to the set
of observed nodes. This set, denoted as µ1, did not include any of the 15 enzymes that
will be computationally predicted. Besides, the sign of 3 other nodes (EP300, CREBBP,
ARNT in Figure 2.2), which are direct predecessors of the enzymes, is set to "0-change"
in µ1 so that we can see only the impact of HIF1A on the enzymes.

To simulate a perturbation in Iggy, there is no change in the regulatory network
structure, however the set of observations µ1 changed slightly:

S+ = µ1 + (sign(ȳH) = +)
S− = µ1 + (sign(ȳH) = −)
S0 = µ1 + (sign(ȳH) = 0)

(2.4)

where ȳH refers to the expression level of HIF1A. We built then three sets of observations,
denoted as Sp, where p refers to the type of sign imposed to the HIF1A node to simulate
an over-, or under-expression of HIF1A, as well as a non-change effect of this protein.

For RNA-Seq data, we used the logFC between HIF1A over-expressed and normally
expressed already present in the gene differentially expressed data from RNA-Seq analysis
(see Section 2.2.1). We denote this logFC for each gene g as z̄g. To transform the quan-
titative value of z̄g in signs we used the same logic as before but with thresholds better
adapted to this dataset (Equation 2.5).

sign(z̄g) =


+ if z̄g > 1.5
− if z̄g < −1.5
0 if − 0.15 ≤ z̄g ≤ 0.15

(2.5)

From this new discretisation analysis, the input observations data for Iggy was com-
posed of 5 "+", 2 "-", and 19 "0-changed" nodes. Nodes not included in these thresholds
are seen as not significantly observed and therefore do not belong to the set of observed
nodes. This set, denoted as µ2, did not include any of the 12 enzymes that will be com-
putationally predicted and the 3 nodes (EP300, CREBBP, ARNT in Figure 2.2) that are
direct predecessors of the enzymes are still set to "0-change". Only 12 enzymes were kept
and not the 15 initially as three of them (HK3, ENO3 and PDHA2) were not consid-
ered to be expressed in the study. Indeed, using RNA-Seq techniques, we obtained reads
for each transcript and can quantify an RNA activity using the number of reads which
represent this specific RNA (see Figure 1.2). Some RNAs are seen as unexpressed if the
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number of reads is under a threshold that is fixed to 10 in count-per-million, scaled by the
total number of reads. HK3, ENO3, and PDHA2 are under this threshold, so we removed
them from the gene regulatory network [57]. From µ2 we built two sets of observations,
R+ and R0, where the sign imposed to HIF1A, z̄H , was either "+" (over-expressed) or 0
(unaltered), as described by Equation 2.6.

R+ = µ2 + (sign(z̄H) = +)
R0 = µ2 + (sign(z̄H) = 0)

(2.6)

where z̄H refers to the expression level of HIF1A. As for the case of Probregnet, we
focused on the Iggy’s in silico prediction of the 12 enzymes upon HIF1A perturbations
in the system. We recall in Figure 2.1 the different steps described in this Section for
Iggy and Probregnet. All scripts and data described in this chapter are available at:
https://gitlab.univ-nantes.fr/E19D080G/comparing_iggy_prob.git

2.3 Results

We focused on the in silico computational predictions from both approaches on en-
zymes involved in biochemical reactions of brain metabolism upon HIF1A stimulation. We
illustrate our results in two case studies. The first, uses Microarray gene expression data
from the Hippocampus brain region of Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) patients and healthy
individuals. The second, uses RNA-Seq data of 6 Human umbilical vein endothelial cells
(HUVECs) over-expressing adenovirally HIF1A protein or expressing normally HIF1A.

2.3.1 HIF1A impact on HIF-signaling pathway for Alzheimer’s
Disease patients

The Microarray data used for this case-study is presented in Section 2.2.1. The net-
work, corresponds to the HIF signaling pathway (see Section 2.2.2). Both data, gene
expression datasets and network, were transformed (see Sections 2.2.2, 2.2.3 and 2.2.4) in
order to be used for the comparison of Iggy and Probregnet.

HIF signaling pathway

We chose the HIF signaling pathway and focused on the HIF1A protein, which is a
potential therapeutic target for neurodegenerative disease [55]. The HIF network, obtained
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Convert HIF-signaling 
pathway into DAG 

Comparison of enzymes 
with both tools

1) DAG is signed
2) Observations are 

made with differential 
dataset

3) HIF1A perturbed is 
added by modifying this 

set of observation

Enzymes behavior is 
predicted with a sign

1) DAG is converted 
into BN

2) BP is done with 
HIF1A perturbation

1) Enzymes new 
expression is 

predicted 
2) FC is computed 
and converted into 

sign

     Common to 
both

     Iggy

     Probregnet

Figure 2.1 – Diagram representing the different steps in order to compare the
two approaches. The steps for both are in blue, those specific to Iggy are on the left in
red and those specific to Probregnet are on the right in green. DAG stands for directed
acyclic graph, BN for Bayesian network and BP for belief propagation.

in [48], was extracted from the KEGG database and then reduced (see Section 2.2.2). The
resulting graph from this network (94 nodes, 285 edges) was built from the experimental
data. The nodes represented genes and proteins, while the edges represented signaling
and gene regulatory interactions. In Figure 2.2 we show a subgraph of this HIF graph,
focusing on the genes of the network that are directly connected to the enzymes.

Evolution of enzyme production according to HIF1A fluctuation with the
Bayesian approach

We present here the results obtained with the Probregnet pipeline (see Section 2.2.3
and Table 2.1). We compared three particular (perturbed) states with respect to an unal-
tered state of the system, and computed the predictions of the fold-change of the enzymes
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Figure 2.2 – Subgraph regulatory network of HIF-pathway. Only the enzymes and
their predecessors are represented in this schema. The enzymes are represented as orange
diamonds, the predecessors genes as blue circles, and the perturbed node, HIF1A, as a
yellow circle. The edges represent either activation in green or inhibition in red.

level for each comparison (see Equation 2.1).

Name Description

HIF1A - AD model with HIF1A under-expressed (HIF1A expression set to 8) against
healthy model without perturbation (HIF1A normal expression)

HIF1A 0 AD model without perturbation (HIF1A normal expression) against
healthy model without perturbation (HIF1A normal expression)

HIF1A + AD model with HIF1A over-expressed (HIF1A expression set to 13) against
healthy model without perturbation (HIF1A normal expression)

Table 2.1 – The three compared model states. The name of this comparison, used in the
rest of this Section, appears in the first column.

As we can see in Figure 2.3, the predicted fold-change of 9 out of 15 enzymes increases
across the three comparative states of the system ordered as:
HIF1A - , HIF1A 0, HIF1A +.
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Figure 2.3 – Probregnet computational predictions using three perturbed states
of the HIF model. Evolution of the fold-change of the 15 enzymes across the perturbed
system states detailed in Table 2.1. In the X-axis we show the 3 perturbed states of the
system, in the Y-axis, the value of the predicted fold-change.

Evolution of enzyme production according to HIF1A fluctuation with the log-
ical approach

Here we used Iggy with the same regulatory network as Probregnet with 3 sets of
observations (see Equation 2.4) that correspond to the genes variations in each of the
three perturbed states (see Table 2.1). Our results (see Table 2.2), focus on the sign
prediction of the 15 enzymes. The sign represents the over-expression ("+", green), under-
expression ("-", red), and the no-variation (0, blue) of the level of the enzymes upon each
comparative case detailed in Table 2.1. All but three of the enzymes are over-expressed
when HIF1A is over-expressed. The three enzymes that are evolving with a contradictory
sign are the ones inhibited by PDK1 (see Figure 2.2), this goes in agreement with the
sub-graph topology.

Comparison of the enzymes computational predictions using Iggy and Pro-
bregnet

Recall that Iggy predicted discrete signs of the nodes in the graph whereas Probregnet,
quantitative values. Thus, for each enzyme, we compared Iggy’s predicted sign against the
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HIF1A - HIF1A 0 HIF1A +
PDHA1 = + PDHA1 = 0 PDHA1 = -
PDHA2 = + PDHA2 = 0 PDHA2 = -
PDHB = + PDHB = 0 PDHB = -
LDHA = - LDHA = 0 LDHA = +
GAPDH = - GAPDH = 0 GAPDH = +
HK1 = - HK1 = 0 HK1 = +
HK2 = - HK2 = 0 HK2 = +
HK3 = - HK3 = 0 HK3 = +
ENO1 = - ENO1 = 0 ENO1 = +
ENO2 = - ENO2 = 0 ENO2 = +
ENO3 = - ENO3 = 0 ENO3 = +
PGK1 = - PGK1 = 0 PGK1 = +
SLC2A1 = - SLC2A1 = 0 SLC2A1 = +
PFKL = - PFKL = 0 PFKL = +
ALDOA = - ALDOA = 0 ALDOA = +

Table 2.2 – Iggy’s sign prediction of the 15 enzymes after perturbing HIF1A.

derivative sign of the mathematical curve represented in the plots of Figure 2.4. If the
sign of the derivative is the same as the tendencies observed for Iggy in the 3 comparisons,
then the name of the enzyme will appear in green, else, in red. 11 enzymes will evolve
in the same way with the two approaches except for HK1, PFKL, ENO2 and PDHA2.
Probregnet fold-change expression of 3 out of 4 of these enzymes will remain unaltered
(difference in fold-change expression of less than 0.1) across the three comparative cases.
Besides, the probabilistic approach does not take the inhibiting effect of PDK1 on the
three PDH enzymes into account as it adds a manual correction by multiplying the fold-
change of these three enzymes by the inverse of the fold-change predicted for PDK1 in
[48]. The only one that is significantly decreasing and opposite to Iggy’s prediction is
HK1.

2.3.2 In vitro over-expression of HIF1A in HUVECS (human
umbilical vein endothelial cells)

The induced over-expression of HIF1A adenovirally allows us to do a comparison
between Iggy and Probregnet with another dataset, for which experimental perturbation
results are available.
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Figure 2.4 – Probregnet fold-change evolution (Y-axis) for each of the 15 en-
zymes compared to Iggy’s predicted sign. Three comparative cases are studied
corresponding to HIFA1 -, HIF1A 0, and HIF1A +, as detailed in Table 2.1 (X-axis). The
11 enzymes in green are evolving in the same way as the predicted sign of Iggy, while the
4 red ones are evolving in a different way.

Regulatory network from HIF signaling pathway

As explained in Section 2.2.2, we converted the HIF signaling pathway into a regulatory
network adapted to the RNA-Seq data. We obtained a new regulatory network of 81 nodes
and 233 edges. Its structure is strongly similar to the precedent one and the enzymes
neighbourhood is the same as Figure 2.2. The main difference is that there are new
regulators of HIF1A in this regulatory network (7 nodes are predecessors of HIF1A and
not only 4 as shown in Figure 2.2).

Comparison between real experimental data and Iggy’s and Probregnet com-
putational predictions

We used the absolute normalized RNA-Seq dataset for Probregnet; while the differen-
tially one for Iggy (see Section 2.2.1). The studied condition was the comparison between
the enzymes expression in a model with HIF1A protein induction with respect to a model
without HIF1A induction. Once the graph was made and data transformed we were able
to apply Probregnet and Iggy on these data. Our results are shown in Figure 2.5. We
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exclude for this study the enzymes HK3, ENO3 and PDHA2 because their expression
level was too low in HUVECs cells. Therefore, we will study the expression of only 12
enzymes.

For Probregnet predictions (blue bars in Figure 2.5), we used the normalized dataset
(Section 2.2.1) and computed the fold-change for each enzyme (see Equation 2.2). For
Iggy predictions, we generated a new set of observations (see Equation 2.6) and computed
the predictions for each enzyme. Recall that the 12 enzymes sign was not contained in
the observation dataset. In Figure 2.5, we present only the Iggy predictions using the
observation dataset R+ (see Section 2.2.4).

We obtained 10 "+" predictions and 2 "-" predictions in the PDHA1 and PDHB en-
zymes. The observation dataset R0, generates "0" predictions (unchanged behaviors) for
all of the 12 enzymes.

For the experimental observations (pink bars in Figure 2.5), we used the normalized
dataset and computed the fold-change of each enzyme as the average enzyme expression
across HIF1A induced cells against the average enzyme expression across normal cells. In
Figure 2.5 we can see that the enzyme levels evolve in the same way for Iggy and the
real experimental data but slightly differently with Probregnet (8 of 12 have the same
tendency). In addition, we compared all the signs predictions for all the nodes present in
the graph (81) and Iggy predicted 65% in the same way as the real data, while Probregnet
only 43.75%.

2.3.3 Quantification of Iggy’s predictions

Our final aim is to provide an integration of the computational predictions to constrain
the metabolic fluxes. The integration between the regulatory and metabolic network via
Probregnet was done using the quantitative values of the computational predictions. The
integration is done in several steps with Probregnet. The first step is by performing multi-
plication between the in silico perturbed enzymes expression and the reactions catalysed
by these enzymes (see Section1.6.2). The Iggy predictions being qualitative, it was nec-
essary to define an appropriate integration scheme. In order to integrate Iggy into the
metabolic network, as done in Probregnet, our first challenge was to quantify the qual-
itative predictions of Iggy. We designed two methods: the labellings and the thresholds
methods, which are detailed in the following paragraphs to tackle this challenge.
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Figure 2.5 – Comparison between Probregnet, biological observation and Iggy.
The FC of each enzyme computed with Probregnet is represented by blue bars, while the
FC of biological observation by pink bars. If the Probregnet prediction or the biological
observation of the enzyme agrees with Iggy’s prediction sign, that is FC > 1 agrees with
"+" and FC < 1 agrees with "-", the enzyme name is colored in green, else, in red.

The labellings method: deducting a percentage associated with a sign by
analysing the labellings

The first experiment conducted is the implementation of new parameters in Iggy.
The implementation of this functionality on Iggy is available on:https://github.com/
bioasp/iggy/tree/issue11. This new implemented parameter is noted -c (–count_labelings),
which allows knowing the total number of labellings (solution space) without enumerat-
ing all of them. This enumeration was the default parameter, -l (–show_labelings). Using
these two parameters (-l and -c), we deduced the percentage associated with nodes’ signed
predictions with the two following steps:

— First count for a node the number of labellings related to a sign. This number is
obtained by analyzing the solution space (-l parameter).

— Then, this number is divided by the total number of labellings (-c parameter).
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In the end, we obtained a sign associated with a percentage for each node. This method
is relevant for weak predictions (see Section 1.4.1) as it can give us an idea of the most
probable sign assigned to a node by considering the associated percentage. This method
is also helpful on non-predicted nodes as it can give us an idea of the most probable sign
regarding the associated percentage. However, for strong predictions, this method is not
adding any information as the associated percentage with the predicted sign will always
be 100%. An example of this method results is illustrated in Figure 2.6 on the AD case
study graph composed of 94 nodes and with HIF1A set to "0".

By exploring the solution space composed of 270 labellings, we observe that six nodes
vary through the labellings (those whose lines oscillate). Among these six nodes, five are
nodes not predicted by Iggy and one node, STAT3, is predicted as a "CHANGE" by Iggy
(see Section 1.4.1). We can deduce a percentage for the varying nodes by analysing these
labellings. We, therefore, have two unpredicted nodes, ERBB2 and INSR, which have
a percentage across the labellings of 60% "-", 20% "+", and 20% "0". The three other
unpredicted nodes, PIK3CD, PIK3R2 and RPS6, have a percentage of 33% "-", 33% "+",
and 33% "0". The node predicted as CHANGE by Iggy varies across the labellings of 50%
"+" and 50 % "-". For this case study, by analysing the total number of labellings, we can
add information for two unpredicted nodes (among 5), which are most likely to be signed
as "-".

In the end, this method allows us to add information only on some nodes which are
either weak predictions or non-predicted and where we have an associated percentage with
a majority. Moreover, analysing all the answer sets is not always possible. In most of the
studied cases, we cannot explore all the solution space that is way too big. For example,
the AD case study when HIF1A = - (see Table 2.1) outputs a set of 1010 labellings after
21 days of computation without giving a complete solution. Therefore, this idea seemed
unlikely to generate quantitative predictions for most case studies. Besides, as illustrated
in 2.6, having only the first labellings is not enough to deduct a percentage. For this case,
if we had only the ten first labellings, some nodes such as INSR will be set to "+" with
the percentage of 100% which is not the case when analysing all labellings.

The thresholds method: using thresholds based on the observation to discretise
Iggy’s prediction

Our second attempt to quantify Iggy’s results was performed by using different thresh-
olds to discretise Iggy’s prediction. The thresholds are the same as the ones taken to
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Figure 2.6 – Heat map representing the total number of labellings for AD case
study with HIF1A 0. The x-axis represents the labellings from 1 to 270 for this case
study. The y-axis shows the nodes of the network which are varying across the labellings
(6 in total), the other nodes (among the 94) are divided into 3 different classes which
do not vary. CLASS0 for the nodes which are always at "0" (13 nodes), CLASS1 for the
nodes which are always at "+" (47 nodes) and CLASS-1 for the nodes which are always
at "-" (28 nodes). In black, the sign is set to "-", in red to "0", and in beige to "+".

generate the discrete observation for the AD datasets (see Section 2.2.4). Recall that the
thresholds are deducted from the distribution of the expression of the 20545 genes. All
nodes predicted to "+" are set to Q3 (1.0407). The ones predicted to "-" are set to Q1
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(0.9542), and the ones predicted to "0" are set to 1. These new quantified predictions
of Iggy are denoted as FC(Iggy). Q3 and Q1 refer to the third and first quartiles of the
fold-change gene expression data distribution.

2.3.4 Integration of the regulatory and metabolic networks

In this section, we present how the enzymes’ computational predictions can be used
to constrain the metabolic network. First, we provide information about the Probregnet
pipeline’s integration process. Then, we adapt this process to consider Iggy’s qualitative
predictions. Finally, we compare the results obtained for both methods.

The Probregnet pipeline integration with the metabolic network

The probregnet pipeline integration with the metabolic network is illustrated in Figure
2.7. In [48], they worked with the RECON1 [58] human metabolic network model and
focused only on 71 reactions which have an impact on brain metabolism. The authors
perform an FBA to study the net ATP production. After the FBA computation, an
optimal flux for each of the 71 reactions was obtained. These fluxes are related to the
behavior of a healthy brain. In order to integrate the metabolic model with the regulatory
network, they focused on 15 enzymes, present in the regulatory network, known to regulate
the reactions inside this metabolic network. The repercussion on the enzymes upon HIF1A
perturbation, is monitored thanks to a ratio called Fold-Change (FC), which represents
the node expression in the perturbed model divided by the node expression in the model
without perturbation. Then, the integration is done by multiplying the in silico enzymes
predicted FC with the flux of the reactions catalysed by these enzymes. This method was
proposed in [51]. Precisely, given the flux of a reaction i in a healthy brain (denoted fi)
and the mean Fold-Change of the enzymes regulating reaction i (denoted FC); we define
the new flux of reaction i (f ′

i) by the formula:

f ′
i = fi ∗ FC (2.7)

The Fold-Change of the enzymes is obtained with the Probregnet regulatory network
analysis.

In this way, by focusing on the 15 enzymes, 10 out of 71 reactions are modified as pre-
sented in Equation 2.7. When conducting this multiplication, the fluxes of the biochemical
reactions can go out of the allowable solution space (see Section 1.5.1). In the Probregnet
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pipeline, they applied two techniques to prevent this problem. The first is a linear pro-
gram optimisation approach, namely LSEI (least squares with equalities and inequalities)
and the second a simulation MCMC (Markov chain Monte Carlo). More generally, these
mathematical paradigms aim for each i fluxes of the ten modified reactions to be as near
as possible to the value given by Equation 2.7 (f ′

i) but subject to the typical constraints
in FBA (mass balance and capacity constraints).

After applying one of the mathematical paradigms, either LSEI or MCMC, they ob-
tained a new value of net ATP production considering the perturbation.

Brain metabolism

Reactions fluxes 
(fv)

Net ATP
 production

without 
perturbation

FC enzyme
Perturbed

Reactions
(fi, i€v)

Reactions
(fi’)

Catalyzing
10

71

10

fi’= fi * FC

New net ATP
Production

with perturbation

Extract

+FBA

MCMC or LSEI

Regulatory network

Probregnet

Figure 2.7 – Probregnet pipeline integration with the metabolic network. In
light blue, the model without perturbation. In light red, the perturbed model. In orange,
the mathematical transformation applied. In green, mathematical paradigms applied. In
purple, method for modelling regulatory networks applied. In beige, the input data. The
number at the bottom-right of the "Reactions" box means the number of reactions inside.
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Impact of Iggy prediction with HIF1A perturbation over net ATP production
compared to Probregnet prediction

In order to integrate Iggy’s prediction with Probregnet metabolic analysis, we focused
on the quantified prediction of Iggy, FC(Iggy) (see the thresholds method, Section 2.3.3).
We multiplied the average Iggy’s quantified predictions of enzymes, FC(Iggy), with the
flux of the reactions catalysed by these enzymes, and we computed the new fluxes (see
Equation 2.7).

Following this step with Iggy’s quantified predictions, we obtain the same number of
modified reactions (10 out of 71) but with different modified fluxes (f ′′

i ). Then we also
apply an LSEI or MCMC to stay in the allowable solution space (see Section 1.5.1).

Therefore, we obtain a new value for the objective function, namely the net pro-
duction of ATP, which considers the different perturbations of HIF1A (underexpressed,
unchanged, overexpressed) with Iggy.

In Figure 2.8, we then compared these new ATP productions.

Figure 2.8 – Impact of Iggy prediction with HIF1A perturbation over net ATP
production compared to Probregnet prediction. In orange, Probregnet enzymes’
predictions are integrated with the metabolic network, and in green, Iggy enzymes’ pre-
dictions are quantified using the observed thresholds before being integrated with the
metabolic network. In the dashed line, the LSEI paradigm is applied; in the solid line, the
MCMC paradigm is applied.

We concluded that Iggy, unlike Probregnet, did not significantly show the repercussions
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of HIF1A perturbation on net ATP production. This observation is all the more true when
using the LSEI paradigm rather than the MCMC one. This further highlights the lack of
sensibility (to perturbation) we face with Iggy’s qualitative predictions.

2.4 Discussion and conclusion

In this chapter we compared two different modelling approaches, Iggy and Probregnet,
on two datasets. These approaches perform enzyme in silico predictions, upon network
stimulation. Both require a prior regulatory network: directed acyclic graph for Probreg-
net, and directed and signed graph for Iggy; and few experimental samples: 2 samples in
two different conditions for Iggy and at least 10 samples in one condition for Probregnet
to parametrize the BN.

These methods are intrinsically different in the way their predictions are obtained.
Iggy, models network structure and experimental dataset as facts in a logic program that
when executed decides if these information is consistent, performs repairs to the data, and
when consistent, deduces coloring models (solutions) that explain the qualitative signs (or
shifts-of-expression) in some nodes of the graph, given a graph topology and an initial set
of observations describing a shift of equilibrium (two conditions comparison). Whereas,
Probregnet is a two step process : (i) it learns the Bayesian network parameters from a
graph topology and multiple experimental datasets, (ii) it computes a belief propagation
to predict the quantitative outcome of a system perturbation. We chose these methods
since we want to investigate the benefit of a discrete and logical approach, such as Iggy,
on the context of gene regulatory and metabolic network integration.

Our results on the Microarray dataset were that Iggy and Probregnet showed very
similar (73.3% of agreement) computational enzymes predictions upon the same pertur-
bation. On the second dataset, we obtained different enzyme predictions (only 66.6% of
agreement) using both modelling approaches; however Iggy’s predictions followed exper-
imentally measured results on enzyme expression. Moreover, concerning other network
species, Iggy was more in agreement with experimental observations (65%) than Pro-
bregnet (≈ 44%). The lack of a sufficient number (>10) of gene expression profiles (or
datasets) in the case of the HUVECs data may have impacted the wrong prediction of
Probregnet. As in the first case study, some of the wrong predictions were concerning
inhibited enzymes.

Both approaches have their advantages and inconveniences. Probregnet, does not need
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a relative (or differential) dataset under another condition. It needs, however, a small net-
work (tens of components). Iggy handles large-scale networks and it has proven its effi-
ciency on networks with more than a thousand of nodes [59]. Interestingly, the integration
process between networks and datasets differs for both approaches. Probregnet performs
a linear regression of the datasets and requires a previous order (acyclic condition) of
the network edges. In comparison, Iggy does not impose this acyclic condition. However,
Iggy raises places (data-points) in the dataset where the observation does not agree with
the network structure and proposes automatic repairs. In this context, Iggy performs less
pre-treatment on the network structure. Furthermore, the nature of the computational
predictions of both approaches is different. Iggy predicts a discrete tendency (sign) for
the unobserved nodes and not a precise quantitative measure as given by Probregnet.
However, Iggy is able to take into account different natures of biological interactions such
as complex-formations (modeled with a Boolean and gate), activations, or inhibitions.
Regarding the computation-time, a test was made for this case-study with a network of
more than 4000 edges and 1000 nodes where Iggy’s analysis finished in 0.47 s, while Pro-
bregnet, after 2 h. This lower computation-time allows Iggy to run several benchmarks of
in silico perturbations.

As our final aim is to provide an integration of these predictions as constraints in the
metabolic reaction equations. Iggy ’s discrete predictions are not easy quantifiable (see
Section 2.3.3) for this reason we propose a new logical approach based on Iggy logic which
allows us to have a finer quantification. This approach called MajS is introduce in the
following Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3

SECOND CONTRIBUTION : PREDICTING

WEIGHTED UNOBSERVED NODES IN A

REGULATORY NETWORK USING ANSWER

SET PROGRAMMING

In this Chapter, we focus on improving the modelling of the reg-
ulatory network in order to later integrate it with the metabolic
network. Previous proposed methods that study this problem fail
on dealing with a real-size regulatory network, on computing pre-
dictions which are sensible to a perturbation, and on quantifying in
a finer way the predicted species behavior. To address previously
mentioned limitations, we develop a new method based on Answer
Set Programming, MajS. MajS tests the consistency between the
input data, proposes minimal repairs on the network to restore
consistency, and finally computes weighted and signed predictions
over the network species. We tested MajS by confronting the HIF-1
signaling pathway with two gene-expression datasets. Our results
show that MajS can predict 100% of unobserved species. When
comparing MajS with two tools, one discrete and one quantitative,
we observed that compared with the discrete tool, MajS proposes
a better coverage of the non-observed species, is more sensitive to
system perturbations, and proposes predictions closer to real data.
Compared to the quantitative tool, MajS provides finer discrete
predictions that go in agreement with the dynamic proposed by
the quantitative tool.

Summary of chapter 3
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3.1 Introduction

In Chapter 2, we focused on the modelling of a regulatory network of the HIF-1 sig-
naling pathway also called Hypoxia signaling pathway, which is of great interest in neu-
rodegenerative diseases. We compared this regulatory network with Alzheimer’s disease
gene expression data and we perturbed the system by inducing or repressing the HIF1A
protein in silico. In order to allow us to predict the behaviour of unobserved species, the
system was modelled using a logical and a Bayesian approach. We demonstrated that
the logical approach, Iggy [8] (see Section 1.4.1), was fast and reliable enough to pre-
dict unobserved nodes in the network upon system perturbation when compared to the
Bayesian approach, Probregnet [48] (see Section 2.2.3). We have encountered, however,
two issues that complicate the regulatory-metabolic network integration process. First, a
quantification of Iggy’s qualitative predictions (in a three value domain) may introduce
new biases to the entire modelling process. Second, because of the semantic of the sign
consistency underlying Iggy’s modelling approach, the comparison uses relaxed rules that
do not allow us to distinguish the computational predictions output from two types of in
silico perturbations in this case-study.

We propose a novel logical approach using Answer Set Programming (ASP), named
MajS, which addresses the previously mentioned difficulties. This approach, similar to
Iggy, compares a regulatory network with gene-expression datasets, searches for inconsis-
tencies, proposes minimal repairs and can predict unobserved nodes. It relies, however,
on a different sign-consistency rule which takes into account the majoritarian sign of the
nodes’ direct predecessors. As an output, added to the consistent sign of a node, it pro-
poses weights which represent the confidence of the predicted sign. We are therefore able
to more finely quantify the unobserved nodes. Also, because of the new semantic imposed,
we are able to provide predictions more sensitive to the system perturbations. Further-
more, the predictions associated with their confidence weights provide new quantitative
insights that make it possible to connect regulatory and metabolic models. Notice that
this connection has not been explored in this study.

Our results show that MajS is more stable than Iggy concerning the coverage (the
percentage of the number of predicted nodes against all unobserved nodes) of its predic-
tions. In all our performed benchmarks Iggy’s coverage fluctuates between 20% − 100%
while MajS is always 100%. Besides, MajS’ predictions are more sensitive to perturbation
than Iggy’s. Indeed, for one of our benchmarks, Iggy outputs the same predicted sign
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upon different perturbations whereas MajS allows measuring the change of perturbation
on predicted sign, thanks to the notion of weight. We also show that MajS has better ac-
curacy of its predictions compared to in vitro perturbed data. Finally, MajS’ predictions’
dynamic trend agrees with the Bayesian approach predictions.

3.2 Methods

3.2.1 MajS principle

MajS requires as input data an interaction graph (IG), whose edges are directed and
labelled as activation or inhibition. It also requires a list of discrete observations on some
IG nodes. This list is composed of discrete values (colours or signs) assigned to some of the
IG nodes. These values measure the change-of-state of a graph’s node (gene or protein)
between two specific conditions (e.g. 2 samples corresponding to 2 different biological
conditions). The type of discrete assignments provided in the list of observations is: “+"
(green) if the node is over-expressed, “-" (red) if under-expressed, and “0" (blue) if there is
no change of expression between the two conditions. Not all the graph nodes are included
in this list of observations.

We aim at predicting the sign (“-", “0", “+") and weight (a score of confidence of the
predicted sign between 0, for low confidence and 100, for high confidence) of unobserved
nodes of the IG after it is compared to the list of observations. Prediction can be only
computed in case of consistency between the IG topology and the gene expression data
measurements. In order to establish consistency, we search for minimal repairs in the
IG by adding artificial nodes to the graph. The number of minimal repairs is controlled
by a third input K of our method. Our method workflow is detailed in Figure 3.1. The
following subsections aim at presenting in detail all the steps of the workflow. Besides,
these subsections will present some rules implemented in MajS’s ASP code.

Weighted labelling

We propose the two following definition to clarify the next MajS steps.
Definition 3.1 (weighted labelling) A weighted labelling is defined as an operation

which equips each node of an interaction graph G = (V, E, σ) with a sign and a weight
associated to this sign. Formally, a weighted label (µ, ω) on a set of nodes U ⊂ V is
defined as a function U → {“ − ”, “0”, “ + ”} × [0, 100], where µ(v) is a function assigning
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IG

Test rules
MajoritySign

Predicted
Nodes

Answer sets Optimal
Answer sets

Yes

No

Minimisation

Of artificial 
Influences 
(clasp)

Add up to K artificial  Influences (clasp)
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 (python)

Input

Output

 Consistent ?
(clasp)

Figure 3.1 – MajS workflow. In light green, we show the input data: the interaction
graph, IG, and the discrete observation list, Obs. Then, we apply the logical rules
implemented in MajS. We test the consistency and in case of inconsistency, we add
artificial influences using K as a fixed parameter. That way we obtain answer sets
that respect the logical rules. We minimise the artificial influences added to these answer
sets and obtain an optimal subset of them. Finally, we project the optimal answer
sets to obtain as output the predicted nodes of our model. clasp is the Answer Set
Programming solver [60] used to implement most of MajS steps. Only the projection step
was implemented in Python.

a sign to a node v in U , and ω(v) is a weight expressing the confidence of the sign.

More precisely, µ(v) can take three different values: “+" for over-expressed nodes
compared to an initial condition; “-", for under-expressed; and “0", for unchanged nodes.
Additionally, ω(v) varies between low confidence (0) and high confidence (100). A weighted
labelling is said to be complete when it provides a weighted label to each node in V (i.e.,
U = V ). In MajS’ implementation, the signs are integer values set to −1 for “-"; 1 for “+"
and 0 for “0" which allows the use of arithmetic operations on the sign values. Moreover,
Weighted label is a key predicate inside MajS implementation.
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MajS input data

Interaction graph (IG) An interaction graph is defined by a 3-tuple (V, E, σ) where
V is a set of nodes, E ⊂ {V × V } is the set of oriented edges and σ : E → {+, −} is a
function of the edges where the plus sign represents an activation, and the minus sign
represents an inhibition.

Experimental observation (Obs) A list of discrete observations where signs of
some IG nodes are given by experimental measure. Generally, a pre-processing step of the
experimental data by fixing thresholds for significant expression is required at this point.
After the discretisation process, the observed nodes can take three different values: “+"
for over-expressed nodes; “-" for under-expressed; and “0" for unchanged nodes.

These experimentally observed nodes belong to a set denoted S. In this study, we fix
the weight of all experimental observation nodes to 100 which is the weight representing
the maximal confidence.

Test rules MajoritySign

In the following section, we make explicit the logical rules that are applied on the IG
and the discrete observation list to test consistency.

1. Experimental observation signs are kept: We impose that the sign {“ −
”, “0”, “ + ”} of the experimental observations in S are kept.
This is implemented in ASP as follows:

1 sign ( -1;0;1) .% predicate sign of arity 1, can take 3 values -1 for
"-"; 1 for "+" and 0 for "0".

2 weight (0..100) .% predicate weight of arity 1, can take a value
from 0 to 100.

3 1{ weightedLabel (I,S,W): sign(S),weight (W)}1 :- observedNode (I,S).

This line stipulates that an observed node I will keep its sign S, when labelled by
MajS represented by the predicate weightedLabel of arity 3.

2. Signed majority wins: A node is signed “+" or “-", following the majority sign
from all its received influences in {“-",“+"}. This is implemented in ASP as follows:

1 signMaj (I,S1) :- node(I), countSign (I,S1 ,N1), countSign (I,S2 ,N2),
N1 >N2 ,S1!=0,S2 !=0.
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The predicate countSign of arity 3, returns the number (Nx) of received influences
over a node I associated with a sign (Sx) which is either “+" or “-". The predicate
signMaj returns for a node I its majoritarian sign.

3. Balanced: A node is signed “0", either if it only receives 0-influences or if it receives
the same proportion of signed { "-", "+"} influences. This is implemented in ASP
as follows:

1 weightedLabel (I ,0 ,100) :- node(I); not signMaj (I,_),
countSign (I,1,N),countSign (I,-1,N), countSign (I,0,X).

2

3 weightedLabel (I ,0 ,100) :- node(I); not
signMaj (I,_),countSign (I,0,N),N=# count{P: parent (P,I,_)}.

Line 1 stipulates that if both predicates countSign(I,1,N) and countSign(I,-1,N)
share the same number of received influences, N then node I is signed as “0" with
an associated weight of 100. Line 2 stipulates that for a node I if all the received
influences are “0" influences (number N of 0-influences equal to the number of
received influences over I), it will be signed as “0" with an associated weight of
100.

4. Weight assignment: Every node v of the graph is associated with a sign and a
weight, which represents the score on its sign as follows:
— If v ∈ S (experimental observations), its weight is fixed to 100.
— If v is inconsistent and has been repaired, then its weight is fixed to 0.

1 weightedLabel (I,S ,0) :- weightedLabel (I,S,_); repaired (I).

If a node is repaired, then its weight is fixed to 0.
— If v is consistent, then the weight is the ratio between the sum of the parent’s

weights, holding the majoritarian sign, and its number of parents.
1 weightedLabel (I,S,W) :- signMaj (I,S); sumWeight (I,S,Z) ;

C=# count{P: parent (P,I,_)};W=N/C;S!=0; not repaired (I).

The sumWeight predicate of arity 3 gives for a node I and a sign S, the to-
tal weight, Z associated with the sign S received on the node, I. If node I is
consistent, not repaired, and has a majoritarian sign. Then, its weight equals
the ratio between the number of parents holding the majoritarian sign and the
number of parents in total.

The sign-weight couple is denoted as a weighted label. Experimental observations
can also be inconsistent after applying MajS rules.
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influence Given an interaction graph G = (V, E, σ) and a node with a sign µ and a
weight ω, for each edge of G (s, v), we define an influence I(s, v) by:

I(s, v) = σ(s, v)µ(s).

An influence is a 0-influence if and only if I(s, v) = 0. It is a positive influence if
I(s, v) = 1 and a negative one if I(s, v) = −1.

Consistency and repairs

A graph is consistent if all of its nodes are consistent. A node is said to be consistent
if its weighted label (µ, ω) is in adequacy either with its experimentally observed sign or
with the logical rules application, i.e., the signed-majority, the balanced, and the weight
assignment (rules 2, 3 and 4 in Section 3.2.1). In case of inconsistency, MajS can repair
the graph if its consistency can be established by adding artificial influences. A node
is K-repairable when it was inconsistent and became consistent after adding at most K

influences. A graph is K-consistent when all the nodes are at least K-repairable. Therefore,
the problem is to determine, given an interaction graph G, an experimental observation set
S, and an integer parameter K, if G is K-consistent. If this is the case, the minimal sets of
repairs to establish consistency are identified. If not, the logical program is unsatisfiable.
In Figure 3.2 we show some examples of repair of the inconsistencies on node B.

From answer sets to optimal answer sets

After applying the logical rules and adding repairs in case of inconsistency, we obtain
all the answer sets that respect the logical rules. These answer sets are a reduction of the
possible complete weighted labelling presented in Section 3.2.2. However, these solutions are
not optimal as we did not minimise the number of possible repairs. Thus, an optimisation
constraint is added to minimise the number of repairs. This constraint respects the logical
rules in Section 3.2.1 so that it is guaranteed to find the minimal repairs to establish
consistency. This optimisation constraint is implemented as follows:

1 # minimize {1,(X,I) : artInfluence (X,I).}.

For each node of the graph (I) we minimise the number of artificial influences (X)
added.
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Figure 3.2 – Inconsistencies between network topology and data. A species, gene,
or protein, is represented as a node. The nodes’ colours represent the node’s sign when
comparing two conditions. They are: blue, “0", or no-change; red, “-", or decrease; and
green, “+", or increase. The octagonal nodes represent the artificial influences added by
MajS to restore conistency. For Figure a) an artificial influence, noted Art1 is added on
node B with the sign “+" to balance with the sign of B’s successor node A. For Figure
b), two artificial influences, Art1 and Art2, are added to respect the majoritarian sign-
consistency rule. Same logic for Figure c).

Predicted nodes obtained after projection

After the optimisation step, many optimal (minimally repaired) answer sets can be
proposed. All these solutions are consistent with the logical rules. In order to summarise
these results, we add a step called projection. After this step, a node is assigned the
following values computed after exploring all optimal solutions: a majoritarian sign (not
necessarily unique), the average weight associated with the majoritarian sign, and the
standard deviation of the weight. This triplet of values, assigned to all graph nodes,
corresponds to the MajS predictions. Finally, MajS takes into account the added repairs
in the weight assigned at this step: a node with a 0-weight associated with its sign implies
it has been repaired.

The prediction can be either a strong or weak prediction; a strong prediction node
means that its sign remains the same across all optimal answer sets and a weak prediction
node means that its sign varies.

MajS application on toy example

This section presents the results obtained while applying MajS on a toy example, an
IG composed of 10 nodes, 7 activation edges, and 1 inhibition edge (E ⊣ D), the same
toy example used in Section 1.4.1. In Figure 3.3 we illustrate how MajS proceeds when
comparing this toy IG with one dataset of observations. First, MajS adds two artificial
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influences (art1 and art2) on node I to establish consistency. Then, it predicts values over
nodes D, E, and G. In Figure 3.3, we show the prediction of MajS for nodes D, E, G,
and the repaired node, I. This toy example outputs two optimal answer sets: Solutions 1
and 2.

Focusing on node D, we observe that in the answer set Solution 1, the predicted
weight is 75, while in Solution 2, the predicted weight is 50. Node D has 4 parents: 3
observed (A =“-", B =“+", C =“+"), and an unobserved parent E. To comply with
the Signed majority wins rule (see Section 3.2.1), E can be assigned either to “-" or “0".
Both assignments give a majoritarian “+" sign on D. When E is set to “-", the weight
of the “+" sign on D is 75 as it is defined as the percentage ratio between the sum of
the positive influences and the total number of parents of D. A similar reasoning when
E is set to “0" leads to the weight of 50 assigned to the “+" sign for D. Notice that no
answer set proposes an assignment of E to “+". If that was the case, D’s sign would be
“0" (Balanced rule in Section 3.2.1) and would not explain the sign of its direct successor
F ; this assignment requires adding another repair and would not be an optimal solution
anymore.

To illustrate how projections work (see Section 3.2.1), let us focus on nodes D and E.
For node D, the sign across all optimal solutions is “+" so the majoritarian sign given by
the projection computation is of “+" (Figure 3.3 (b), column Projection, left sub-column
SignMaj). We also show a detailed view of how this majoritarian sign is represented across
all optimal answer sets. First, the number of optimal answer sets having the majoritarian
sign for node D is 2. Second, the average weight associated with this sign for D is 62.5.
Third, the standard deviation of the average weight is 17. These three values appear
represented as a triplet (Figure 3.3 (b), column Projection, right sub-column). Following
the same logic, for node E, we have two different majoritarian signs: “0" and “-", equally
distributed across all optimal answer sets, both average weights are 100, and there is no
standard deviation.

Finally, in Figure 3.3 (b), we see that for node I, the weight is fixed to 0 by MajS in
all optimal answer sets, implying that it was repaired.

The inputs of the logical program for the toy case study can be found on GitHub:
https://github.com/soph-lebars/MajS/tree/main/toycasestudy
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Observed « + »

Observed « - »

Observed « 0 »

Unobserved

Repaired

Artificial

(a)

Node
Solution 1 Solution 2 Projection

μ ω μ ω SignMaj [N(SignMaj),mean(ω),sd(ω)]

D + 75 + 50 + [2,62.5, 17]

E - 100 0 100 0 / -

G + 66 + 66 + [2,66,0]

I + 0 + 0 + [2,0,0]

(b)

[1,100,0] / [1,100,0]

Figure 3.3 – Toy case study. (a) Toy network with 7 nodes that are initially observed and
3 unobserved nodes. The I node is marked as inconsistent. (b) MajS predictions on toy
network example. All unobserved nodes (grey) are predicted by MajS with a sign (µ) and
a weight (ω). The orange node is repaired by adding two artificial influences. Columns
Solution 1 and 2 represent sign and weight in optimal answer sets for unobserved and
repaired nodes. Column Projection is summarizing all Solution columns as explained in
Section 3.2.1.
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3.2.2 MajS search space

After having the problem defined, we generate the choice rules constructs of our logic
program. These rules define the solution space of a problem and create the candidates
that are later filtered with the constraints.

Possible complete weighted labellings A complete weighted labelling is composed
by both a sign function µ : V → {“−”, “0”, “+”} and a weight function ω : V → [0, 100].
We also assume that the interval [0, 100] is discretised by the set of integers {0, . . . , 100},
in that case, the weight is simply rounded to the closest integer. Thus, the total number
of possible complete weighted labelling is equal to 3|V | × 101|V |.

Possible repairs Recall that K is a parameter given as input to the method. For each
inconsistent node v ∈ V we generate multiple sets of k artificial nodes and influences,
with k ≤ K. Let us name this set as p(v,k) = {p1, . . . , pk}. The search space P is defined
by the union of all possible ways to assign parents for each node in V , that is:

P =
⋃

v∈V,1≤k≤K

p(v,k) (3.1)

An artificial parent pi interacts with v with a positive or negative influence, i.e.,
I(pi, v) ∈ {−1, 1}. Each pi is added to the graph G and its influence changes the compu-
tation of the majoritarian sign for node v (see rule 2 in Section 3.2.1).

3.2.3 Different and common points between MajS and Iggy

We summarise the main differences and similarities between MajS and Iggy in Table
3.1.
The common points are that the two tools use the ASP paradigm to describe the inputs
of the logical program, also called an instance, and to encode the logical constraints of
the problem. Secondly, the optimisation of the problem is the same. Both methods seek
to minimise the number of influences added to repair.
The two methods are different in three ways. First, the solution space for MajS will be
larger because the sign of the nodes is also associated with a weight ranging from 0 to 100.
The second difference is that Iggy adds only one influence per node to fix inconsistencies,
whereas MajS adds several influences to reestablish consistency. The third difference is in
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the logical rules, which are implemented differently. Indeed, Iggy constrains the solution
space using sign consistency: the sign of a node is consistent if it can be explained by at
least one influence. Whereas, for MajS, the sign of a node is explained by the majority of
influences received. In addition, MajS also uses logic rules to constrain the weight. The
last difference is in the projection step, which allows obtaining the nodes predicted by
MajS and Iggy by summarising the complete list of optimal answer-sets into predictions.
For Iggy, the nodes are predicted according to the six values shown in Table 3.1. MajS
summarises the optimal answer sets by predicting the nodes with their majoritarian sign,
their associated weight and the associated standard deviation.

3.2.4 Comparison of discrete predictions with continuous values

Here, we describe our method for comparing the discrete predictions provided by MajS
and Iggy to the continuous experimental values of fold change. We rely on mixtures of
normal distribution which is proven to be a probabilistic model of choice for microarray
experiments [61]. For each predicted node, we define a continuous probability distribution
M, whose density function is denoted as M(x) with x ∈ R, that is a mixture of three
Normal distributions whose means depend on the sign of the prediction and whose stan-
dard deviations depend on the weight of the prediction. Precisely, for x ∈ R the mixture
density function is defined by

M(x) =
∑

s∈{−,0,+}
ϕs · Ns(x), (3.2)

where ϕs is the ratio of answer sets for which the node sign is predicted as s for s ∈
{−, 0, +}, and Ns(x) is the density function of a Normal distribution N(µs, σs) with mean
µs and standard deviation σs. Precisely, one has

Ns(x) = 1
σs

√
2π

e− 1
2(x−µs

σs
)2

.

In our comparison, we fix mean values using experimental HUVECS data (see Section
3.3.2 for more details). The standard deviation is derived from the weight w ∈ [0, 100] of
the sign s for a given node by using a simple linear transformation rule σhc· w

100+σlc·(1− w
100).

Here, σlc is a fixed constant considered as a low confidence prediction (which is assigned
when w = 0) and σlc is a fixed constant considered as a high confidence prediction (which
is assigned when w = 100).
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Table 3.1 – Different and common points between Iggy and MajS

Page 1 of 1

Iggy MajS
Instance (input) • An interaction graph,

whose edges are directed
and labelled as activation
or inhibition.

• A list of discrete observa-
tions on some IG nodes.

• An interaction graph,
whose edges are directed
and labelled as activation
or inhibition.

• A list of discrete observa-
tions on some IG nodes.

Search space/ Guess • Depends on node, sign ∈
{“− ”, “0”, “ + ”} (3|V |)

• 1-influence repair added by
node

• Depends on node, sign ∈
{“− ”, “0”, “ + ”}, weight
∈ [0, 100] (3|V | × 101|V |)

• K-influences repair added
by node

Logical rules • Experimental observation
signs are kept.

• A node signed as “0” must
receive only one influence
signed as “0” or at least
one “+” and one “−” in-
fluence.

• A signed node must be jus-
tified by at least one signed
influence.

• Experimental observation
signs are kept.

• A node is signed “0” ei-
ther if it only receives 0-
influences or the same pro-
portion of signed “−”, “+
” influences.

• A node is signed following
the majority sign from all
its received influences.

Optimisation • Minimise the number of
added repairs

• Minimise the number of
added repairs

Projection (predicted nodes) • Six levels of possible pre-
diction:

1 -
2 notPlus (-, 0)
3 0
4 notMinus (0, +)
5 +
6 CHANGE (+, -)

• Majoritarian sign
• Statistical information on

the weight distribution
(average, standard devia-
tion)

To compare MajS and Iggy’s methods, once we have a (mixture) density function
M(x), we calculate:

P (fc) = Prob{|F − fc| < ε} =
∫ fc+ε

fc−ε
M(x)dx, (3.3)

where ε is fixed to 0.005.
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In order to improve the significance of P (fc), we compute the maximum value that can
be reached by any mixture obtained within these settings. It is straightforward that the
mixture that provides the maximum value is the one corresponding to a single prediction,
say “0", with weight 100. The maximum for P (x) is then reached for x = 0. Consequently,
the maximum value, denoted as Pmax equals :

Pmax =
∫ +ε

−ε

1
σhc

√
2π

e− 1
2

(
x

σhc

)2

dx = 0.07969

when ε = 0.05 and σhc = 0.05.
Finally, we define a significance score S(fc) between 0 and 1:

S(fc) = P (fc)/Pmax (3.4)

We use this significance score to compare both Iggy and MajS methods.
Our method for computing a significant score relies on a few number of parameters.

The first one is the ε parameter, used to compute the area under the curve of the distri-
bution. We also use two parameters (σhc which stand for high confidence and σlc which
stand for low confidence) in order to transform the weight given by MajS into a standard
deviation involved in the normal distribution calculation. To observe the impact of these
arbitrary choices on the significance scores and the comparison of MajS and Iggy meth-
ods, we make some tests with different values of these parameters. All the experiments
are available on the GitHub repository.

For the epsilon parameter (ε), we lead some experiments to observe the impact of
this arbitrary choice on the conclusion we make regarding the comparison of scores of
both methods MajS and Iggy. We define a threshold E with ε ≤ E where, for all values
of ε, no change is observed with respect to the conclusion of the comparison of both
methods (i.e., a score of a method become better than the other). We test different values
of ε = {0.001, 0.002, ..., 0.1} in order to find a E adapted to our data. This experiment
concludes that only two genes have different behaviour. Finally, we can deduce a value of
E = 0.015. In our study, we take ε = 0.005 that is far below E. Notice that it is not the
choice of epsilon that matters, but the conclusion of the comparison of scores of the two
methods.

For the Low and high confidence parameters, respectively σhc and σhc. These two
parameters are fixed for the weight transformation into the standard deviation of the
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normal distribution. The objective of this transformation is to attribute a small standard
deviation value when the weight is high, referring to a high confidence in the prediction. In
contrast, the weight is transformed to a high value when it represents a low confidence in
the prediction. In this case, the distribution mixtures are flattened. We test different values
of high confidence (σhc = {0.01, 0.02, ..., 0.1}) and low confidence (σlc = {0.1, 0.2, ..., 1})
parameters. Like the preceding experimentation, we look at the difference in the scores
of the both methods. We can identify some combinations of parameters values where no
change is observed (Figure 3.4). Indeed, we deduce an interval I for σhc and σlc where the
number of genes remains constant, thus leading to the same conclusions when comparing
Iggy and MajS: Iσhc

= [0.05, 0.1] and Iσhc
= [0.5, 0.8]. In our study, we fix σhc = 0.05 and

σlc = 0.5.
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Figure 3.4 – Representation of the number of genes relevant in a specific case
(score(MajS)>score(Iggy), score(Iggy)>score(MajS), score(MajS)=score(Iggy)) accord-
ing to different values of σhc and σlc. This experimentation concerns the Benchmark1.
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3.3 Results

We show in this section the results obtained after applying MajS on three case-studies.
All scripts and data are available on GitHub: https://github.com/soph-lebars/MajS.

3.3.1 Case studies

We focus on the regulatory network, modelled by an interaction graph (IG), and the
impact of a perturbation on this regulatory network evaluated by discrete observations
obtained from two gene expression datasets. These datasets and discrete observations
generation are more detailed in Section 2.2.1 of Chapter 2.

Biological network - interaction graph We focus on the regulatory network of the
HIF-1 signalling pathway, known to be of importance in neurodegenerative diseases [55].
This graph was extracted from the KEGG database. Nodes represent proteins or genes,
and edges represent activations or inhibitions between two nodes. We reduce the regulatory
network by keeping only nodes associated with expressed genes in the two datasets used
in this study. The two networks, respectively reduced with Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and
RNA-Seq datasets, are composed of 94 and 81 nodes and 285 and 233 edges.

Datasets We evaluate our model against two datasets composed of gene differential
expression in two conditions. The Microarray dataset corresponds to cells from the hip-
pocampus brain region [50]. It compares data from AD patients to data from Healthy
individuals. The RNA-Seq dataset corresponds to HUVECS (Human umbilical vein en-
dothelial cells) [53]. It compares the HUVECS response to an induced overexpression of
HIF1A to one with a normal HIF1A expression.

Benchmarks We aim to study the impact of perturbing the system with a focus on the
node HIF1A, a key protein of the HIF-1 signalling pathway. Recall that, one of the inputs
of our method consists of a list of discrete observations for which a significant change
of expression is detected between two conditions. The changes of expression our method
accepts are: “+", over-expression; “-", under-expression; and “0", no-change of expression.
The values of the thresholds used to detect significant over- or under-expression are fixed
according to the nature of each dataset as detailed below.
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Thresholds choice in HUVECS Benchmarks For the RNA-Seq dataset, we used
the logFC (log of gene expression) from cells with HIF1A in vitro over-expressed over
normally expressed genes that were already provided in [53]. We use a threshold of 1.5
that is commonly used for logFC as said in [62]. The genes with logFC over 1.5 are set to
“+", the ones below −1.5 are set to “-", and the ones between −0.15 and 0.15 are set to
“0". Using these thresholds, we obtain 30 observed nodes (out of 81 in the graph).

Thresholds choice in AD Benchmarks We aimed to study the impact of perturba-
tion over HIF1A on the enzymes for the AD dataset. We used a threshold over the fold
change distribution. The fold change is the expression of the gene in AD patients over
the expression of the corresponding gene in Healthy individuals of all the genes in this
dataset. The genes with FC that are over the third quartile are set to “+"; the ones under
the first quartile are set to “-"; and the ones between 0.99 and 1.01 are set to “0". Using
these thresholds, we obtain 64 nodes (out of 94 in the graph) that compose the input
observation list of our method. For the AD case, perturbations of HIF1A are only done
in silico. We generate 3 different perturbations by adding the following observations to
the list of 53 observations, described before: (plus) HIF1A=‘+’, (minus) HIF1A=‘-’, and
(zero) HIF1A=‘0’.

3.3.2 MajS applied to model HIF-1 signalling pathway and HU-
VECS dataset integration

Data

The IG for this case study is composed of 81 nodes and 233 edges derived from the HIF-
1 signalling pathway and compared with a RNA-Seq dataset from HUVECS (see Section
3.3.1). This IG is compared with two different lists of discrete observations; denoted by
Benchmark 1 and Benchmark 2 in Table 3.2. Benchmark 1 is composed of 30 nodes
that are a partial observation of the IG, generated by estimating significantly expressed
genes in the RNA-Seq dataset using specific thresholds (see Section 3.3.1). Benchmark
2, composed of 25 nodes, is a modification of Benchmark 1; where we have altered or
removed the value of 9 observations, direct neighbours of HIF1A or directly linked to
the network enzymes. These modifications were done to improve the coverage of Iggy. By
modifying these observations, the problem becomes simpler to solve for Iggy, leading to
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a better coverage for Iggy. All these benchmarks are available on the GitHub companion
repository.

MajS results on HUVECS dataset

On Benchmarks 1 and 2, MajS generates predictions for all initially unobserved nodes.
MajS is configured by setting K = 3 as the maximum artificial influences per node. The
computations took approximately 97 s. 1 for each benchmark. MajS obtains 2016 optimal
answer sets for both benchmarks, that is, 2016 assignments of nodes with a sign. The
number of minimal artificial influences added by MajS to restore consistency in both
benchmarks was 8. They are spread over seven repaired nodes and a maximum of 2
artificial influences per repaired node. The HIF-1 signalling IG is 2-consistent concerning
the HUVECS dataset (see Section 3.2.1).

Comparison of MajS and Iggy

The aim of the sections from Comparison of MajS and Iggy to comparison of MajS
and Iggy predictions with real data is to understand the difference in prediction on the
HUVECS dataset between MajS and Iggy. Iggy is described in Section 1.4.1 and in [14].

In Table 3.2, we show a global comparison of both tools with the two different bench-
marks. For Benchmark 1, 51 nodes are unobserved in the IG. We can see that MajS was
able to predict all of them (100% of coverage), whereas Iggy could predict only 30 nodes
(59% of coverage). In order to compare the predictions’ signs for both methods, we con-
sider for MajS the majoritarian sign of the predicted nodes. 22 nodes are predicted with
the same sign for both methods, while 8 nodes are predicted differently between both
methods. For Benchmark 2, we obtain for both methods 100% of coverage. The number
of predicted nodes in common is 48, and the number of predicted nodes different remains
8. Besides, these 8 nodes are the same for both benchmarks.

The different coverage obtained by MajS and Iggy in Benchmark 1, is explained by
the different type of rule imposed to each graph node in both methods. Recall that Iggy
implements a sign consistency rule stating that a node sign has to be explained by at
least one signed influence received, whereas MajS implements a majoritarian sign rule
stating that a node sign has to be explained by the majoritarian sign of the influences
received. When a node receives a positive and a negative influence, Iggy cannot infer any

1. solver: clingo version 5.5.0, parallel execution on 10 cores. All computations are performed on a
standard laptop machine. Ubuntu 18.04, 64 bits, intel core i7-9850H CPU 2.60 GHz, 32 GB.
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prediction (both “+" and “-" scenarios are possible) whereas MajS will predict either 0,
in case of balance, or the majoritarian sign. For that reason, MajS is always generating
more predictions than Iggy.

This is illustrated by the coverage comparison in Benchmark 1.

Table 3.2 – Table of comparison between Iggy and MajS for two benchmarks.

 Benchmark 1  Benchmark 2

MajS  Iggy MajS  Iggy

Predicted node 51 30 56 56

100.0 % 59,00 % 100.0 % 100.0 % 

22 VS 8 48 VS 8

Coverage of predicted node         
   

Number of predicted node : 
common VS different 

Different computational predictions for Iggy and MajS

In Table 3.3, we present the eight nodes predicted differently. The six nodes in green
are predictions for which there is an intersection between Iggy and MajS predictions. For
example: (i) for PLCG1, the predicted sign of MajS, “-", is included in the prediction
“notPlus" of Iggy, and (ii) for RBX1, the prediction of Iggy is included in the prediction
of MajS. The two orange nodes in Table 3.3 refer to different predictions between Iggy
and MajS. However, for these nodes, the number of cases that MajS predicted the same
sign as Iggy remains high (672/2016) despite not being majoritarian.

To illustrate this prediction difference between MajS and Iggy, we can analyse PLCG
nodes (PLCG1, PLCG2) in detail. MajS summarises all the optimal answer sets, so it
outputs the majoritarian sign, its average weight and the standard deviation. For PLCG
nodes, MajS gives “-" as the majoritarian sign, but we can see that “0" is also present in
the optimal answer sets distribution. Iggy does not allow this distribution analysis and
outputs “notPlus", which signifies that there are “-" and “0" in the optimal answer sets
but cannot allow determining the most representative one.

To conclude, MajS allows more information on predicted nodes than Iggy, and it
outputs predictions that are, for most of the cases, with signs that often coincide with
those predicted by Iggy. MajS outputs more detailed information than Iggy: number of
answer sets and weight distribution.
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Table 3.3 – Table of different predicted nodes between Iggy and MajS. SignMaj refers
to the majoritarian sign across all optimal answer sets. Columns 3-5 show the detailed
distribution for each predicted sign across all optimal answers (in total 2016) sets according
to MajS; the numbers in brackets refer to the number of answer sets where the node was
fixed to this sign, the average weight and its standard deviation. SignIggy refers to the
sign predicted by Iggy.

Name SignMaj SignIggy

PLCG1  - [0, 0, 0] [1344, 100, 0] [672, 100, 0] notPlus

PLCG2  - [0, 0, 0] [1344, 100, 0] [672, 100, 0] notPlus

RBX1  0 / - [504, 100, 0] [756, 100, 0] [756, 100, 0] 0

VHL 0 / - [504, 100, 0] [756, 100, 0] [756, 100, 0] 0

RELA  + / 0 [756, 44, 16] [504, 44, 16] [756, 100, 0] 0

NFKB1  +  / 0 [756, 44, 16] [504, 44, 16] [756, 100, 0] 0

IFNGR1  + [756, 100, 0] [588, 100, 0] [672, 100, 0] 0

IFNGR2  + [756, 100, 0] [588, 100, 0] [672, 100, 0] 0

Sign= " + " Sign= " - " Sign= " 0 "

Comparison of MajS and Iggy predictions with real data

Using a normal distribution mixture (see Section 3.2.4), we compare the significance
score of both methods to predict the real fold change data. This one is extracted from
HUVECS dataset (see Section 3.3.1) where the perturbation was conducted in vitro. The
aim of comparing this data with both methods is to see if they are able to model a
perturbation in silico and have predicted fold change close to the fold change with an in
vitro perturbation. This comparison is conducted as a validation.

We apply our method introduced in Section 3.2.4 using µ− = −0.394, µ0 = 0 and
µ+ = 0.489 as parameters of the three normal distributions. These values are the respective
means observed in the experimental HUVECS data using the thresholds fixed in Section
3.3.1. The standard deviation is calculated using σlc = 0.5, which is approximately equal
to the difference between two means (e.g., µ+ − µ0 for instance), and σhc = 0.05. As an
illustration, the computed standard deviation is respectively 0.5 when w = 0, 0.05 when
w = 100, and 0.275 when w = 50. Notice finally, that all predictions provided by Iggy
are to be considered with a high confidence weight, so they are assumed to have weight
w = 100 in our comparison.

For Benchmark 1, 21 unobserved genes (out of 51) are left out due to not being pre-
dicted by Iggy (see Section 3.3.2). If we focus, for example, on the PLCG1 gene prediction,
MajS’s mixture provides a higher significance score than Iggy’s (Figure 3.5). According
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to Equation 3.2, the obtained mixture density function for MajS is

MMajS(x) = 1344
2016N−(x) + 672

2016N0(x) + 0
2016N+(x),

with N−(x), N0(x), and N+(x) being the probability density functions of three normal laws
with different means and standard deviations (see Section 3.2.4 for details). Coefficients
of these functions are the ratio of answer sets for which the node sign is predicted (see
columns 3-5 of the Table 3.3, node PLCG1). The obtained mixture density function for
Iggy is

MIggy(x) = 1
2N−(x) + 1

2N0(x) + 0
2N+(x),

with the same density functions N−(x), N0(x) as for MajS in this example. Given the “not-
Plus" predicted sign for PLCG1 node (see SignIggy column in Table 3.3), corresponding to
an equivalent prediction of “-" and “0", the ratios for N−(x) and N0(x) density functions
are equal to 1

2 .
According to Equation 3.4 and to predict the log fold change value of PLCG1 (−0.38),

the significance scores are equal to 0.62 for MajS and 0.47 for Iggy. Thus, MajS method
provides a better prediction for the PLCG1 gene.

Considering the 30 initially unobserved genes of Benchmark 1, we found that MajS and
Iggy produce the same mixture density for 14 genes, thus providing the same prediction.
However, for the 16 other genes, MajS provides a better prediction for 10 out of 16 genes,
in the sense that the computed score for MajS is greater than the one computed for
Iggy. The same observations can be done for Benchmark 2 with 56 unobserved nodes; the
computed prediction scores are equal for 16 genes; for 33 genes, MajS provides a higher
score while Iggy provides a higher score for only 7 genes. This supports that MajS can
obtain higher confidence on the predicted signs than Iggy does.

3.3.3 MajS applied to model HIF-1 signalling pathway and Alzheimer’s
disease (AD) dataset integration

This section focuses on the enzyme prediction to do the link with the metabolic net-
work. Our first aim is to illustrate the difference in coverage and sensitivity between the
two discrete approaches: MajS and Iggy, on a Microarray dataset of Alzheimer’s Disease
patients. Our second aim is to compare MajS with a Bayesian quantitative approach, Pro-
bregnet, to point out the similarity of predictions in terms of dynamic evolution across
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Figure 3.5 – Iggy’s and MajS’ mixture of PLCG1 gene.

different perturbations. Probregnet [48] predicts unobserved nodes with quantitative val-
ues in a regulatory network (see details in Section Background 3.2).

Data

The IG for this case study comprises 94 nodes and 283 edges. It was derived from the
HIF-1 signalling pathway (see Section 3.3.1) and initially compared to three different lists
of discrete observations. Each list is based on the AD Benchmark generated by estimating
significantly expressed genes in the AD dataset using thresholds (see Section 3.3.1). The
three lists of observations were derived by fixing the value of node HIF1A to “+", “-",
or “0" in order to simulate in silico a HIF1A perturbation. These three original datasets
were composed of 64 observed nodes. When comparing the IG with these original datasets,
Iggy provided new predictions for only 9 nodes (out of 30 unobserved ones), whereas MajS
predicted the 30 nodes.

In order to provide a comparison of the predictions of MajS, Iggy and Probregnet for
this case study, we modified the original datasets by fixing the value of HIF1A neighbours
and removing observations referring to enzymes. In total, we performed 14 modifications.
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These modifications were done with a similar idea as for the HUVECS dataset (see Section
4.3.1), to improve Iggy’s prediction coverage. With the original dataset, Iggy predicted
less than 30% unobserved nodes. Besides, observed enzymes are removed to see if the
prediction agrees with the real dataset observations.

Our three resulting lists of observations were composed of 54 observations. We denote
these three benchmarks as: Benchmark_zero, Benchmark_plus, and Benchmark_minus
referring to HIF1A fixed to “0", “+", “-" respectively. The rest of this section is presented
with these modified benchmarks.

MajS results on AD dataset

The computation took less than 40s. for each benchmark. For Benchmark_minus we
obtain 480 optimal answer sets with 32 repaired nodes, for Benchmark_zero we obtain 320
optimal answer sets with 27 repaired nodes and Benchmark_plus we obtain 160 optimal
answer sets with 28 repaired nodes. The number of artificial influences K added for each
repaired node by MajS to restore consistency was maximum 4. The IG is 4-consistent for
the AD dataset (see Section 3.3.1).

Difference of coverage between MajS and Iggy across all benchmarks

MajS predictions’ coverage is 100% across all three benchmarks (40 unobserved nodes).
For Iggy the coverage was of 20%, 88%, and 85% for benchmarks having HIF1A set to
“-", “0", and “+", respectively. MajS has better coverage than Iggy for this case study.

MajS is more sensitive than Iggy to nodes perturbations

This section focuses on the 15 enzymes present in our IG; a more refined discrete pre-
diction of these nodes may facilitate the IG model integration with a metabolic network
model. Table 3.4 presents the computational predictions of MajS and Iggy on the enzyme
nodes when comparing the IG with the three datasets of observations with different val-
ues (“-", “0", “+") set for HIF1A. All MajS predictions were strong predictions (i.e., no
variation across all optimal answer sets) with a unique weight.

For Benchmark_minus, Iggy could not predict the enzyme signs, while MajS was able
to give a majoritarian sign of “0" associated with a weight of 100 to all the enzymes.
This is explained by the different rule imposed to each node by Iggy (sign-consistency)
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and MajS (majoritarian sign). As found for the HUVECS dataset (see Section 3.3.2), Iggy
constraints less the problem, generating more answer sets and producing fewer predictions.

For Benchmark_zero and Benchmark_plus, Iggy proposes similar predictions; conse-
quently, it is not possible to observe any impact of the HIF1A perturbation. Instead, for
MajS 12 enzymes are predicted as “+", and they hold different weights (25 and 50 respec-
tively) according to the benchmark. MajS is more sensitive than Iggy to perturbations on
node HIF1A for this case study. It allows a measurable repercussion of the perturbation
with different strengths for most enzymes. This is possible thanks to the weight term used
in the domain of the answer sets obtained with MajS, and the weight assignment rule (see
Section 3.2.1).

Table 3.4 – MajS and Iggy predictions upon perturbations of HIF1A for 3 Benchmarks.
Benchmark_minus contained HIF1A=“-"; Benchmark_zero contained HIF1A=“0" and
Benchmark_plus contained HIF1A=“+". Here, “Na" means that Iggy could not predict
for this Benchmark. MajS gives a predicted node as a tuple composed of the majoritarian
sign and its average weight; the standard deviation is 0. The colours are focused on
Benchmark_zero and Benchmark_plus; the enzymes predicted with “+" sign appear in
green. The ones predicted with “-" appear in pink.

.

Benchmark_minus Benchmark_zero Benchmark_plus
Name MajS Iggy MajS Iggy MajS Iggy
ALDOA (0,100) Na (+,25) + (+,50) +
ENO1 (0,100) Na (+,25) + (+,50) +
ENO2 (0,100) Na (+,25) + (+,50) +
ENO3 (0,100) Na (+,25) + (+,50) +
GAPDH (0,100) Na (+,25) + (+,50) +
HK1 (0,100) Na (+,25) + (+,50) +
HK2 (0,100) Na (+,25) + (+,50) +
HK3 (0,100) Na (+,25) + (+,50) +
LDHA (0,100) Na (+,25) + (+,50) +
PFKL (0,100) Na (+,25) + (+,50) +
PGK1 (0,100) Na (+,25) + (+,50) +
SLC2A1 (0,100) Na (+,25) + (+,50) +
PDHA1 (0,100) Na (-,100) - (-,100) -
PDHA2 (0,100) Na (-,100) - (-,100) -
PDHB (0,100) Na (-,100) - (-,100) -
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Comparison of MajS and Probregnet evolution of prediction of the 15 enzymes
upon HIF1A perturbation

The focus here is on comparing the evolution of MajS’ predictions concerning the
quantitative predictions of Probregnet [48] for the three types of HIF1A perturbations for
the 15 enzymes. The repercussion of the HIF1A perturbation by Probregnet was monitored
using the ratio, noted FC (fold change), between the node expression in the perturbed
model (expression in AD patients) and the one in a non-perturbed model (expression in
Healthy individuals).

Figure 3.6 shows that 4 (out of 15) enzymes have a different evolution when comparing
MajS to Probregnet. For MajS, the variation is measured by considering both the sign
and the weight. According to MajS, all enzymes tend to increase in the transition from
HIF1A=“-" to HIF1A=“+" except for PDH enzymes which tend to decrease. These varia-
tions agree with the IG topology; indeed, all enzymes are activated by HIF1A except PDH
enzymes which are indirectly inhibited. According to Probregnet, 10 out of 15 enzymes
are increasing (9/10 in agreement with MajS). In the 5 decreasing enzymes, there is a
smaller proportion (2/5) of agreement with MajS. 3 out of 4 disagreements correspond to
Probregnet enzyme predictions which are not significant, with a delta variation less than
0.02 when the average delta is 0.3 for the rest of the enzymes.

MajS and Probregnet give a similar dynamic trend for most enzyme predictions.

3.3.4 Quantification of MajS’ predictions

In this section, we search to quantify MajS enzymes’ qualitative predictions. In order
to conduct this quantification, we focused on the AD case study and the prediction for
the 15 enzymes presented in Table 3.4.

Our method to quantify MajS results relies on the assumption that Benchmark_zero
in Table 3.4 represents HIF1A without perturbations, so the enzyme Fold-Change (FC0

enz)
in Benchmark_zero is equal to its Fold-Change in the AD dataset. Precisely, the average
enzyme expression for AD patients is denoted as XAD

enz and the average enzyme expression
for healthy individuals is denoted as Xh

enz. Therefore, the (FC0
enz) is defined as:

FC0
enz = XAD

enz /Xh
enz (3.5)

From this assumption, we deducted mathematical formulations to compute the enzyme
Fold-Change for the other benchmarks using the sign and the weight given by MajS.
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Figure 3.6 – MajS and Probregnet enzymes predictions. For MajS, the evolution
of prediction across the three HIF1A perturbations is shown with a dashed line and
for Probregnet, with three consecutive bars for each enzyme. The left y-axis shows the
foldchange (FC) predicted by Probregnet. On the right y-axis is the weighted label given
by MajS. The x-axis shows the names of the enzymes. In purple, those that agree on
evolution across perturbations between Probregnet and MajS. In orange, those with a
disagreement on evolution.

The FC of the enzyme for the Benchmark_minus is computed as follows:

FC−
enz = K− ∗ FC0

enz

where K− = 1 + ∆−

and ∆− = [t(µ−, ω−) − t(µ0, ω0)]

(3.6)

K− is a constant associated with the observed benchmark, here Benchmark_minus.
∆− is a difference between Benchmark_minus observed sign µ− and weight ω− and Bench-
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mark_zero observed sign µ0 and weight ω0 after applying the function t.
In more detail, t(µ, ω) is a function which associates to a sign and a weight a value

between [−1, 1] such as:

t(µ, ω) =


0, if µ = 0, ∀w,

−ω/100, if µ = −,

+ω/100, if µ = +

For the PDH enzymes in Equation 3.6, we added a correction term as done in the
Probregnet pipeline [48], which allows taking into account the weight of PDK1, a direct
inhibitor of PDH enzymes. The correction is performed by multiplying t(µ0, ω0) with
ω0

P DK1/100 which is equal to 0.25.
The same logic applies for Benchmark_plus where the FC+

enz is computed as:

FC+
enz = K+ ∗ FC0

enz

where K+ = 1 + ∆+

and ∆+ = [t(µ+, ω+) − t(µ0, ω0)]

(3.7)

∆+ refers to a difference between Benchmark_plus observed sign and weight and
benchmark_zero observed sign and weight.

When applying these equations, the qualitative predictions presented in Table 3.4 for
MajS are converted into quantitative values presented in Table 3.5.

3.3.5 MajS’ integration into the metabolic network compared
to Probregnet and Iggy.

As explained in Section 2.3.4, we integrated the quantified predictions of MajS into
the metabolic network based on the Probregnet pipeline (see Figure 2.7).

We then compared the net ATP productions upon HIF1A perturbation obtained
with MajS, Iggy and Probregnet predictions. We also applied two different mathematical
paradigms, LSEI and MCMC, explained in Section 2.3.4. The results of this comparison
are presented in Figure 3.7.

We concluded that similarly to Probregnet, MajS makes it possible to see the repercus-
sion of HIF1A perturbation on net ATP production. This is not the case for Iggy. However,
MajS gives stronger repercussions than Probregnet. Besides, the MCMC paradigm is more
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3.4. Exploring other sign-consistency rules

Table 3.5 – MajS quantified predictions upon perturbations of HIF1A. For Bench-
mark_zero we applied Equation 3.5, for Benchmark_minus we applied Equation 3.6
and for Benchmark_plus we applied Equation 3.7. The colours are focused on Bench-
mark_zero and Benchmark_plus; the enzymes predicted with “+" sign appear in green.
The ones predicted with “-" appear in pink.

Benchmark_minus Benchmark_zero Benchmark_plus
ALDOA 0.6624316 0.8832421 1.1040527
ENO1 0.6384940 0.8513253 1.0641566
ENO2 0.6313452 0.8417936 1.0522421
ENO3 0.7382321 0.9843095 1.2303869

GAPDH 0.6427238 0.8569651 1.0712063
HK1 0.6920324 0.9227099 1.1533874
HK2  0.6691657 0.8922209 1.1152761
HK3 0.7576660 1.0102213 1.2627767

LDHA 0.6479622 0.8639496 1.0799370
PFKL 0.7898813 1.0531751 1.3164689
PGK1 0.9179787 1.2239717 1.5299646

SLC2A1 0.8263782 1.1018377 1.3772971
PDHA1 1.1073790 0.8859032 0.8859032
PDHA2 1.2309358 0.9847486 0.9847486
PDHB  0.9743527 0.7794822 0.7794822

sensible for the three methods than LSEI to measure a perturbation impact.

3.4 Exploring other sign-consistency rules

In parallel with this work, I co-supervised a research project on a topic closely related
to MajS. Two students, Gen LI and Khaled EL GHAMMARTI from Ecole Centrale de
Nantes conducted this project for two months and a total of 60 working hours. The project
consisted in an implementation of a different sign-consistency rule (see Section 1.4.1)
similar to Iggy or MajS to relate the sign of a node with its predecessors. Implementation
of this method can be found on GitHub: https://github.com/rami3l/ecn-pappl-asp.
git.

Weighted Sign-consistency approach

In this method which is sign-consistency based, we assign to each node of the graph
an integer from the set −L, ..., +L. This integer is called the signed weight. This integer L
represents the maximum integer value a node can take. Similarly to Iggy and MajS, this
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Figure 3.7 – Impact of MajS prediction upon HIF1A perturbation over net ATP
production compared to Probregnet and Iggy. In orange, Probregnet enzymes’ pre-
dictions are integrated with the metabolic network. In purple MajS enzymes’ predictions
are quantified and then integrated with the metabolic network, and in green, Iggy en-
zymes’ predictions. In the dashed line, the LSEI paradigm is applied; in the solid line, the
MCMC paradigm is applied.

method requires a file of partial observations of the graph nodes. Thus, each node from
this file is associated with an observed integer value ranging from -L to +L.

Rules are defined according to the logical problem and are based on Iggy rules. In
the following paragraph, we present some of the logical rules implemented in the ASP
program:

1. Configuration: introduction of a predicate called signedWeight which represents an
integer ranging from -L to +L.

1 signedWeight (-L..L).

This line stipulates that signed weight is comprised between -L and +L.

2. Guessing: generate an associated integer value for each node between -L and L.

1 1{ node_color (N, C): signedWeight (C)}1 :- node(N).

Based on the Configuration rule, the predicate node_color of arity 2 is associating
an integer value (C) with |C| < L to each node of a graph (N). This ASP line
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makes the solver enumerate all possible different assignments to each node of the
graph.

3. Observation satisfaction: for each observed node, the model behaviour must match
the biological observation data. The ASP implementation is as follows:

1 forbidden (N, C) :- observed (N, Z), signedWeight (C), C!=Z.

The predicate observe is formed with the observation file. The predicate forbidden
represents all unauthorized associations. This line stipulates that we cannot have
an observed node with an integer that goes out of the range between -L and L.

4. Justification of the change in all predecessors. Recall that an input node is a node
without parent nodes. The integer value associated with a non-input node will be
the mean of its predecessors’ influences. The notion of influence is explained in
Section 3.2.1. The ASP implementation is as follows:

1 node_color (J, C) :- node(J), not input(J), S = #sum{F
: influence (I,J, F), F !=0} ,T = #count{I : influence (I, J, F), F
!=0} , C = S/T.

The ASP operation "#sum" is used to retrieve the sum of the signed influences
received upon node J inside the variable S. The operation "#count" is used to
count, inside the variable T, the total number of J’s predecessors (I) having signed
influences. C computes the mean of the signed predecessors’ influences upon node
J. The predicate influence is of arity 3, and for a node, J gives its parent, I and the
influence received from its parent, F. The node_color predicate of arity 2 associates
a node and its signed weight. This line stipulates that the weighted sign C of node
J equals the sum of its signed ("+"/"-") received influences over the total number
of predecessors.

5. Justification of zero change: A node is signed as zero if the sum of its received
influences is zero.

1 forbidden (J, 0) :- influence (J), #sum{F : influence (J, F)} != 0.

The predicate influence/1 means that node J received at least one influence. This
line stipulates that it is forbidden to have a node J with an associated integer equal
to 0 if the sum of received influences is different from 0.

6. Verification
1 :- forbidden (N, C), node_color (N, C).
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This line stipulates that we cannot have a node with an integer which is forbidden.

As for MajS and Iggy, the program will make repairs by adding new influences and
optimisation to have solutions with the minimum number of repairs.

Application on a toy example

The toy IG is composed of 4 nodes and 4 edges with 3 inhibitions and one activation;
two nodes, rpmC and rspP, are observed respectively, at levels -2 and 2. The integer L is
fixed to 2. The method proposes one optimal answer set presented in Figure 3.8.

For this solution, there is one repair over node fnr, which consists in adding a new
negative influence to fnr. Now let us focus on rpmc; this node has two predecessors: fnr
and arcA. rpmc is associated with the integer -2 which is consistent with the configuration
with fnr equals to -2 and arcA equals to 0 because only fnr influence is considered (see rule
entitled "justification of the change in all predecessors"). The same reasoning is applied
to rpsP node.

arcA
0

rpmC
-2

fnr
-2

rpsP
2

-2

Figure 3.8 – The interaction graph comprises 4 nodes and 4 edges (3 inhibition and 1
activation). The two observed nodes are red (-) and green (+). The unobserved nodes are
in grey.

This approach provides us with an interesting result on a small network. This method
now requires to be tested on larger networks. Nonetheless, this method could inspire us
to reduce the search space by using a signed weight instead of a sign and a weight, as
done with MajS.
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3.5 Discussion and Conclusion

We present in our study a new logical approach, MajS, implemented in Answer Set
Programming. MajS takes as input an interaction graph and a set of discrete observations.
Discrete observations are expressed in the forms of “+", “-", or “0" signs in some of the
graph nodes. This information is extracted from gene expression datasets. MajS tests
the consistency between the majoritarian sign of a node’s direct predecessors and the
node’s sign; detects and repairs inconsistencies, and predicts unobserved nodes. MajS’
prediction is given as a sign and a weight assigned to each unobserved node, where the
weight represents the sign confidence. In addition, MajS outputs information concerning
the prediction distribution across all consistent optimal answer sets or models. MajS was
tested on two networks derived from the HIF-1 signalling pathway. These two networks
were reduced with Alzheimer’s disease (AD) Microarray and HUVECS RNA-Seq datasets.
They are composed of respectively, 94 and 81 nodes and 285 and 233 edges.

For both studied networks, MajS finds results in a couple of minutes which opens
perspectives to handle larger networks. MajS outputs informative predictions on all unob-
served nodes such as the majoritarian sign, the average weight, and the standard deviation
of this weight in all benchmarks studied.

Several results are obtained upon comparison to a similar discrete and logical approach,
Iggy. First, MajS’ coverage is higher than Iggy’s in all our tested benchmarks (see Section
3.3.2 and 3.3.3). Second, MajS is more sensitive to the perturbation of our system thanks
to the notion of weight (see Section 3.3.3). Third, MajS is more reliable when compared to
in vitro real data (see Section 3.3.2). With respect to Iggy’s implementation, MajS logical
rules better constrain the network-data integration problem. Thus, MajS can propose
a wider view, together with a distribution analysis, of all optimal answer sets. This is
hard to accomplish with Iggy; for example, enumerating all optimal answer sets for the
AD Benchmark (see Section 3.3.3) outputs 1010 solutions after 21 days without giving a
complete solution.

We also compared MajS to a Bayesian approach, Probregnet. Focusing on the enzyme
nodes prediction, MajS and Probregnet agree (11/15) on a similar dynamic regarding
the evolution of enzyme predictions across HIF1A perturbation. The differences observed
between MajS and Probregnet occur for enzymes for whom Probregnet prediction was
not significantly varying across different perturbations (see Section 3.3.3). As with Iggy
[14], MajS uses fewer input data than Probregnet. Also, Probregnet and MajS are used for
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specific purposes. Probregnet allows modelling small networks; whereas MajS and Iggy are
adapted for larger networks. Both can measure the impact of a single node perturbation
in a system. However, MajS can model multiple nodes’ perturbations. Probregnet works
on a specific condition, whereas MajS deals with differential comparison between two
conditions. Nevertheless, it is interesting to obtain quantitative predictions, as proposed
by Probregnet, that easily adapt to linear programming metabolic modelling. MajS goes
a step further than Iggy by outputting finer discretised predictions.

All in all, we have proposed MajS, a new method, fast and reliable, that tests consis-
tency and predicts the change of expression on unobserved nodes (sign and weights) when
comparing a regulatory network with a gene expression dataset. Our method is applied
to perturbed data. In particular, we applied this method to test consistency between the
HIF-1 signalling pathway and a HIF1A overexpressed dataset. Besides, MajS by predict-
ing weights allows us to have a more refined prediction and proposes predictions which
are sensitive to system perturbation.

A perspective of this work would focus on integrating MajS predicted enzymes into
a metabolic network model and compare the results obtained concerning Probregnet’s
full pipeline. MajS, contrary to Probregnet, also handles better network inhibitions by
relying on network topology. Indeed, Probregnet authors added a correction term in their
publication to cope with inhibitions [48].

One of the possible limitations of MajS could be the repair process. Different repairs
can be used in an interaction graph (e.g. remove, add or flip by changing the sign of
edges; remove, add or flip nodes). In our study, we choose to add influences (positive
or negative) to agree with the majority sign rules. Indeed, combining the repair process
can appear to be a good idea, but it can become time-consuming in practice. However,
testing other repairs process could be interesting for future work. Another limitation of
MajS is that it keeps the sign of observed nodes even if they are inconsistent. In the case
of many inconsistent nodes, we should question the quality of the experimental data or
the interaction graph. Because of these inconsistencies, the method may give predictions
which are not relevant. One idea to take care of this unreliable experiment could be to
use a smaller weight to represent some observed nodes with a low confidence observation
and to propagate this weight inside the IG.
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GENERAL CONCLUSION AND

PERSPECTIVES

3.6 Conclusion

The objectives of this thesis were multiple. The main one was to predict the biological
system’s response to a perturbation. Different biological layers inside an organism can
be impacted during a perturbation. We were particularly interested in two interrelated
networks, the gene regulatory network and the metabolic network. The gene regulatory
network is interesting to study during a perturbation because it affects the expression
of specific genes. Besides, gene regulation is an essential element in the adaptability of
an organism. In addition, the primary goal of the gene regulatory network is to generate
regulated production of transcripts (mRNA, proteins). However, proteins impact another
biological network essential for an organism’s survival, the metabolic network, whose pri-
mary purpose is to modelise the production of energy in the form of ATP. Proteins,
specifically enzymes, catalyse biochemical reactions within the metabolic network. But,
this link goes in both directions because specific metabolites produced by biochemical
reactions can also affect the expression of particular genes products such as transcrip-
tion factors. Understanding how the regulatory and metabolic networks react to certain
perturbations is crucial for treating certain diseases (such as neurodegenerative diseases,
autoimmune diseases, and diabetes).

The central objective of my thesis was to sudy the different strategies to model an or-
ganism and its different biological layers. Therefore, during this thesis, we seek to model
the gene regulatory and metabolic networks and their interactions. Initially, we were in-
terested in the gene regulatory network and listed some modelling approaches for this
type of network. We selected two different methods that seemed interesting to compare, a
sign consistency approach, Iggy, and a Bayesian approach, Probregnet. These approaches
can be used on large networks [6]. Indeed, another objective of the thesis is to model
biological networks at the scale of the entire network, which can attain several thousand
nodes. We also searched for an approach to model metabolic networks, and we decided to
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stick with the most common method, which is a constraint-based approach called Flux
Balance Analysis (FBA). Indeed, this approach allows the study of large networks (more
than thousands of nodes) and can be applied to a large panel of organisms depending on
prior knowledge available, which is the metabolic network. Besides, we aim to study the
interaction between both models, so we turn our research on already existing approaches
which allow taking into account this integration. Some of these approaches are presented
in Chapter 1. We concluded that most of those approaches are used on well-known or-
ganisms and require a lot of input data, such as specific parameters or thousands of gene
expressions.

Our thesis motivation comes from the lack of an approach which allows an integration
of the regulatory/metabolic network without requiring too much input data and applies
to a large spectrum of organisms. We are going to list some of the main achievements we
obtain during this thesis work.

3.6.1 Iggy and Probregnet comparison

Iggy and Probregnet use different inputs for modelling regulatory networks

Although these two approaches make it possible to predict in silico the effect of per-
turbations on the regulatory network, they need different inputs. Both methods work with
prior knowledge, such as a graph representing the regulatory network and experimental
observations data. However, in terms of experimental data, Probregnet needs at least ten
samples (e.g. patients or cells) and only one observed condition (healthy or perturbed). In
contrast, Iggy needs two samples in two different conditions. For the regulatory network,
Probregnet works on a network composed of about 100 nodes but did not scale well on a
tested network of about 1000 nodes. At the same time, Iggy handles large-scale network
efficiency (see [59]). Besides, Probregnet needs to represent the regulatory network as a
directed acyclic graph. In contrast, Iggy uses a directed graph, so the pre-treatment is
less important with Iggy on the network structure.

Iggy is comparable with Probregnet in terms of enzyme predictions on the
Microarray dataset

We focus on the computational predictions of 15 enzymes which are known to have
an impact on biochemical reactions of the brain metabolism. The Microarray dataset
is composed of gene expression data extracted from the Hippocampus brain region of
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Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) patients and healthy individuals. The regulatory network is
from the HIF signalling pathway as HIF1A is a key protein which is a putative therapeutic
target for neurodegenerative disease.

Our results on the Microarray dataset were that Iggy and Probregnet showed very
similar (73.3% of agreement) computational enzyme predictions across the same HIF1A
perturbation (HIF1A under-expressed, HIF1A unchanged, HIF1A overexpressed). Among
the disagreements, we count a total of 4 enzymes predicted differently between the two
approaches, and only one of them has a significantly different prediction (over a fixed
threshold of 0.1).

Iggy agrees with in vitro perturbed data on enzyme evolution in the RNA
dataset

The RNA dataset is composed of 6 human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECS);
3 cells are adenovirally over-expressing HIF1A protein, and the 3 others are normally ex-
pressing HIF1A. In this second dataset, we obtained different enzyme predictions (66.6%
of agreement) using both modelling approaches; however, Iggy’s predictions followed ex-
perimentally measured results on enzyme expression. In addition, we compared all the
sign predictions for all the nodes present in the graph (81), and Iggy agrees with real data
for 65% of the nodes, while Probregnet agrees only for 43.75%.

Iggy is a good candidate for modelling large regulatory networks and taking
into account inhibition and complex formation

In Chapter 2, we concluded that the logical approach, Iggy, was a good candidate
for modelling large regulatory networks and allowed us to predict a perturbation’s effect
on the expression of some genes. Besides, Iggy is able to account for different biological
interactions such as activation and inhibition but also complex formation.

Nevertheless, this approach does not allow easy integration with the metabolic network
due to its qualitative predictions. That is the main reason for implementing a new logical
strategy using the Answer set programming Language, MajS.
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3.6.2 MajS method

MajS predicts more unobserved species than Iggy inside a regulatory network

This new developed logical approach, MajS, presented in Chapter 3, is also applied
to the Microarray and RNA datasets. MajS, as Iggy, needs a graph representing the
regulatory network and a list of partial observations of the graph nodes with discrete
values ("+","-", "0"). However, MajS is implemented differently with other logic rules than
Iggy. In particular, MajS is enriched by the notion of weight associated with the sign of a
node. The other notable difference is that MajS is based on the majority rule, where Iggy
will check that there is at least one influence that justifies the sign of a node, and MajS
checks that the majority of influences explain the sign of the node.

In this chapter, for each dataset, we tested different benchmarks. Changes inside the
observation list characterize each benchmark. All benchmarks are detailed in Section 3.3.1.

For the RNA dataset, we designed two benchmarks. The first is deduced directly from
observations of the gene expression data. The other benchmark is based on the first with
certain nodes that have been modified to see the impact of these modifications on the
predictions. For benchmark 1, MajS is able to predict all the unobserved species, while
Iggy predicts only 59% of unobserved species. For benchmark 2, both predict 100 % of
unobserved species.

For the Microarray dataset, we tested 3 different benchmarks. The difference between
them is the HIF1A value which is either set to "+", "-", or "0". Iggy predicts only 20%
of unobserved species when HIF1A = "-", 88% when HIF1A1="0" and 85% when HIF1A
="+" whereas MajS predicts all unobserved species across the three benchmarks.

In conclusion, MajS predicts more unobserved species than Iggy, with a coverage of
100% for all the studied benchmarks.

MajS is more sensitive to a system perturbation compared to Iggy

This is illustrated in the Microarray dataset. We applied MajS and Iggy on three
benchmarks and collected the computational enzyme prediction. We observed that be-
tween two different perturbations of HIF1A (HIF1A set to "0" and HIF1A set to "+") the
enzyme is signed the same way with Iggy, so we do not see any repercussion of HIF1A
perturbation. In contrast, using MajS, we could see a repercussion for most of the enzymes
on the same benchmarks thanks to the notion of weight. MajS is more sensitive to HIF1A
perturbation than Iggy for this case study.
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MajS predictions are closer to real data

We compared MajS and Iggy predictions with the in vitro perturbed data for the RNA
case study. We computed a significance score and deducted MajS as a score either equal
to Iggy’s score or higher for most of the genes (around 60%). We deduced that MajS
obtained higher confidence on the predicted sign than Iggy for this case study.

MajS propose finer-grained prediction for enzymes

MajS provides fine-grained discrete predictions by outputting the weight of the pre-
dicted sign as additional information. This weight allows, compared to Iggy, to have vari-
ability among nodes even if they are signed the same way but also to be more sensitive
to system perturbation. To conclude, we have developed a logical approach that makes
it possible to model the effect of a perturbation on the regulatory network and to have
more easily quantifiable predictions, which was an essential step for integrating into the
metabolic network.

MajS, as Probregnet and contrary to Iggy, allows measuring the impact of a
perturbation on the metabolism

In Section 3.3.5, we compared the repercussion of Iggy and Probregnet enzymes’ quan-
tified predictions upon HIF1A perturbation. We concluded that MajS, contrary to Iggy,
makes it possible to see HIF1A perturbation impact over net ATP production. This reper-
cussion on the net ATP production, which is also visible with the Probregnet pipeline,
agrees with the literature. Indeed, during a neurodegenerative disease, the net ATP pro-
duction decreases in the Brain [63]. This is confirmed in silico, after performing a FBA
(see Figure 2.7), the net ATP production is around 9.56 in a healthy brain, whereas in Fig-
ure 3.7 the net ATP production is of maximum 7.34 without perturbation of HIF1A. The
net ATP production without HIF1A perturbation corresponds to the net ATP produc-
tion in Alzheimer’s disease (AD) brain because we only consider the enzyme Fold-Change
between AD patients and healthy individuals. When HIF1A expression increases, we can
see that the net ATP production is also increasing. In this sense, by restoring net ATP
production, it could be a putative therapeutic target for neurodegenerative disease. In
[55], the authors already studied the effect of HIF1A on ATP production and reached
the same conclusion on the fact that an increase of HIF1A corresponds to an increase of
ATP. The authors deduced that HIF1A is a putative drug target for neurodegenerative
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diseases.

We are now going to list some of the perspectives we have after this thesis work.

3.7 Perspective

3.7.1 Works on future MajS integration with metabolic network

The next step will be to integrate MajS in a cleaner way than currently performed.
We have identified some points which could enhance the integration process of MajS.

Firstly, propose more generic quantification formulas than the one presented in
Section 3.3.5.

Secondly, in order to improve the quantification process and have more refined pre-
dictions, we ant to work on weight propagation in the logic program.

Thirdly, we want to continue the integration by constraining the fluxes of the reactions
mainly via enzymes, as done in other approaches presented in Section 1.6. However, we
intend to test different types of integration; for example, rather than taking the
average of the fold changes as Probregnet (see Figure 2.7), we believe that taking the
minimum if the enzymes form a complex ("AND" gate) and the average if the enzymes
compete ("OR" gate) is a good alternative.

Finally, we want to work on other mathematical paradigms. MCMC is more appropri-
ate than LSEI for biological data, which are often underdetermined because of the lack of
data. However, we could also look for different mathematical paradigms to apply
and find the most relevant ones to solve inverse linear problems.

In the end, we will test our method on other case studies. Biological data, where
the perturbations and the repercussion on metabolic data (biomass, net ATP production
or production of one or more metabolites) have also been verified in vitro, could allow us
to refine and validate our model. A model organism, S. Cerevisiae possesses such data.
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3.7.2 Application of our method to another organism, S. Cere-
visiae

S. Cerevisiae is a model organism for which many data are already available, including
gene expression data before/after disruption and effects on yeast growth. Therefore, this
organism could validate our approach and the integration between the two networks we
developed. We have already reconstructed a gene regulatory network using the yeastract
database, which gives interactions based on literature and data. This network is around
1000 nodes. We have also retrieved the yeast metabolic network (available in the BIGG
database). But before we can apply our method, we face different challenges that will be
our future research projects. The first challenge is to discretise the data optimally
to generate a correct observation file. We must also work onscaling up our method by
optimising the ASP code and adapting our code for this studied organism. Once
all this is done, we will be able to compare our results with the experimental data,
and we will be able to predict the effect of new perturbations.
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Titre : Modélisation hybride, logique et linéaire pour prédire in silico l’effet des perturbations sur le méta-
bolisme

Mot clés : Modélisation, Answer Set Programming, Integration de réseaux

Résumé : Les perturbations induites par une ma-
ladie, un traitement ou encore un stress environne-
mental affectent les organismes vivants de diverses
manières. Ainsi, l’expression de certains gènes sera
impactée, ce qui se répercutera sur ses produits
(protéines, ARNm). Ces perturbations se propagent
également via les interactions que peuvent avoir les
gènes les uns avec les autres. L’ensemble de ces
interactions forme le réseau de régulation, un objet
important dans ces études. D’autre part, certaines
protéines, appelées enzymes, ont un rôle de cata-
lyseur des réactions biochimiques qui ont lieu au
sein des organismes. L’ensemble des réactions bio-
chimiques forme le réseau métabolique, un second
objet important. Ainsi, une perturbation va impacter
le réseau de régulation mais aussi le réseau mé-
tabolique puisqu’ils sont interconnectés, via les en-
zymes notamment. L’objectif principal de ma thèse
est d’étudier l’impact d’une perturbation sur un or-

ganisme en intégrant le réseau de régulation au ré-
seau métabolique. J’ai apporté deux contributions
dans ce sens. La première est une comparaison
d’une approche logique à une approche bayésienne
pour savoir quelle stratégie de modélisation est la
plus adaptée pour étudier les impacts des pertur-
bations sur de grands réseaux de régulations. J’en
ai déduit que bien qu’elle soit une bonne candidate,
l’approche logique présente des limites de par ses
prédictions qualitatives en matière d’intégration. La
seconde contribution découle de ces limites, j’ai dé-
veloppé une méthode originale basée sur l’Answer
Set Programming, MajS, proposant une prédiction
plus fine de l’effet d’une perturbation sur le réseau
de régulation. Ce travail ouvre la porte à de nom-
breuses perspectives comme une meilleure intégra-
tion des effets des perturbations au niveau du ré-
seau métabolique et une application à d’autres or-
ganismes d’étude.

Title: Hybrid, logical and linear modeling to predict in silico the effect of perturbations on metabolism

Keywords: Computer modelling, Answer Set Programming, Networks integration

Abstract: perturbations induced by disease, treat-
ment or environmental stress affect living organ-
isms in various ways. Thus, the expression of cer-
tain genes will be impacted, affecting its prod-
ucts (proteins, mRNA). These perturbations are
also propagated via the interactions that genes can
have. These interactions form the regulatory net-
work, an essential object in these studies. On the
other hand, specific proteins, called enzymes, act
as catalysts for the biochemical reactions occurring
within organisms. All the biochemical reactions form
the metabolic network, a second important object.
Thus, a perturbation will impact the regulatory and
metabolic networks since they are interconnected,
via enzymes in particular. My thesis’s main objec-
tive is to study a perturbation’s impact on an organ-
ism by integrating the regulatory network into the

metabolic network. I have made two contributions
in this direction. The first compares a logical ap-
proach to a Bayesian approach to determine which
modelling strategy is the most suitable for studying
the impacts of perturbations on large regulatory net-
works. Although it is a good candidate, I deduced
that the logical approach has limitations with its qual-
itative predictions regarding integration. The second
contribution stems from these limits; I have devel-
oped an original method based on Answer Set Pro-
gramming, MajS, offering a more refined prediction
of the effect of a perturbation on the regulation net-
work. This work opens the door to many perspec-
tives, such as better integration of the effects of per-
turbations at the metabolic network level and an ap-
plication to other organisms of study.
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